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solidarity ways
These pages are the result of many people’s work.
Three of us put reflections and experiences into words; thousands and thousands of girls,
teenagers, youngsters and adults from movements and groups, from schools and communities,
close and far places create, execute, build a better society from service.
We, the ones who wrote this document come from the education field, Maria Nieves with a
big experience in the learning-service field, leads the Project Solidary Schools of the Culture
and Education Ministry of Argentina, she is also a History teacher and Director of
CLAYSS; Graciana is a Psychology Advisor, Vocational Orientator and Capacitator in
CLAYSS, old leader of the guide movement in Argentina: Silvia is psycho-pedagogist and a
Bachelor in pedagogy, ICCG World Responsible.
CLAYSS is an Argentinean Civil Association whose mission is “contributing to the growth of
a fraternal and participative culture in Latin America through the development of common
educative projects”. Its main objective is promoting the development of the Learning-Service
methodology in all the education levels, formal and also non-formal- Communitarian and
Young organizations. In the last two years the programme “PaSo Joven, Solidary
Participation for Latin America” has been developed in alliance with other organizations from
Argentina and Latin America, financed by the “Banco Interamericano de Desarrollo”
(www.clayss.org)
We have organized this document in four chapters. The first one introduces the urgency of the
necessity of educating in solidarity and the place the protagonism of children and teenagers
takes in this education, the adults' testimony.
The second one invites us to check the Guide Movement as an education movement, the
values it keeps, and the objectives it proposes.
The third one presents the common learning and service in the education proposal of guiding.
It defines the learning-service and shows the richness that certain views on psychology show.
The forth one offers ways to develop the learning-service in our communities.
Our wish is this material to be built as an useful tool for reflection and to go on learning,
convoking us once more “to leave the world in better conditions we found it” as the Guides
foundation proposed.
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chapter 1

introduction
Silvia Chanes
1. Why we should speak about learning service today, as an

urgency and

challenge
“When one gives, especially when one gives himself, expects and dreams ardently about an answer by the
other’s side. This is unavoidable, because a man is made for relation, for dialogue and correspondence. But the
genuine part of love is not stopping giving oneself although the lack of reciprocity. It wishes it, it does, but it is
not a conditioned nor subordinated to it.”

This is what Maria Dolores Guzman writes in an article dedicated to Maria. 1
Spread in words and testimonies the place of the service to community, the education to
service in Guiding and the methodology of the learning-service as an invitation which has
been given an answer by millions of children, teenagers and youngsters in the world, it is
talking about a wish that nests in the heart.
We expect and dream a better world, we wait and wish a relationship with the other based on
dialogue, affection and fondness, we wish answers to our closing and listening movements, of
disposition and opening in family or with the neighbors, in school or at work. We are
overwhelmed and scandalized by the situation many people live, many times very close to us.
The exclusion realities in the work goods, health, education, security, the impossibility of
building a life project shakes millions of human beings.
We know and believe that as members of the human family, it isn’t possible to be indifferent
in front of it. “We are all part of the human family, we are all in the same history ship; we are responsible for
2
everybody. Because everybody, men and women, form a body, an us, stuck, interdependent, common.”
We are all conscious about the fact that wish must be concrete in gestures, that the wishes
must become movement. It is a long learning to realize that we have the responsibility of
what happens and what happens to us, that we are called to start a complex thought in front of
a complex and interconnected world, that getting outraged. We are obliged to accept that
together with the other and with many others it is possible to try new answers.
The history of the guide people, the history in the middle of many men and women of good
will, narrates the long search and responsible compromise way.
However, today more than ever, we assume that it is necessary to educate and be educated to
live with others and build with others a better world for everybody. And this is also a long
learning because it is simple to go from the I to the Us, to live tenderness and sympathy, to
abandon the compulsion for consuming, the avidity to possess objects and people, social
position or academic titles. It seems a against the direction so the model of our nowadays
societies strongly rooted in the individualism and, no doubt, it is that way. Anyway and as a
wish, work and utopia go on nesting in the heart of people and groups, movements and

1

Guzmán, María Dolores. Cuando la maternidad se vuelve canto en Misión Joven “When motherhood becomes a
son in Young Missión” 327 CCS
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Mardones, 1994 in Misión Joven, “Young Missión”
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churches, men and women and keeps in touch with everyday in every environment and in the
middle of the most difficult situations.
Educating and being educated to live with others, also, educate and being educated in justice,
face the temptation to close ourselves in our limited and quite secure private world, abandon
impotence and compliments, “to want to form social conscience, inner liberty, and effective
3
responsibility.”
This implies “even questioning our own style and rhythm of life and this has to do with movement to action.
When we see and feel, when we place ourselves with critic in front of reality, action must follow. The education
for justice promotes approximation, the analysis, the denunciation and social action...these actions emerge and
must be set since a concrete reality. They can have a great reach, although they must rise from the local reality,
4
and they demand team work, reflection, creativity programme and evaluation.”

Using Albuquerque words, educating as a way of forming new “heart habits”, new mentality
and new life style. Educating as helping to build a true affective tuning, a true sympathetic
feeling, able to join, to compromise itself to improve everybody’s situation, especially the one
of the excluded ones starting the dynamism of sharing, elevating the consciousness of
solidarity.
In the center of this education for solidarity and justice, the heart education to be able of a
relationship in love with the other. Love to the other as another one, different from me and
not to possess him; demanding love that looks for the realization of the other in thankfulness
“without waiting for an award or prays”, love that looks for the common good, looks for the
truth. Love as Saint Paul expresses in Corinthians.
From this place education is built once and once more as an urgency and challenge.

2. Remembering, a good exercise
I think and think over in the service of our movement and an image comes to me, once and
once more.
In every house there frequently are, by the way in my house too, an old box, it may be a nice
and antique grand-grandmother’s chest that goes on being with us in movements, or a simple
cardboard box. In my case, when I was a child, the box in question was in my grandmother’s
wardrobe and from time to time, in winter days or when a cold obliged us to stay in bed, she
spread all the staff to keep us entertained.
So yellowish letters came in front of us, letters which had come from Spain, birth certificates
and baptismal invitations from children we had never met, far relative’s pictures in which we
recognized our look, some gestures, a mum’s school mark report, a newspaper article that
made present to us a story that someone had told us at school, a grand-grandmother’s rosary, a
brooch I once dreamt to become mine, a theatre play programme, or a dried flower. Each
object, already known, was full of novelty from grandma’s words, because each one was
memory of lived moments, people, places, emotions, mentioned words, friendships, bonds
that distance kept, love and anger.
3
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In my nowadays house, in my family that extends that family that was and goes on in my
children, nieces and nephews, there is also room for memory. And if this image is allowed to
be taken to the service reality, I dare to take out memories and presences.

3. Learn from our own experience
The action is the natural way of learning that human beings have, we learn through actions
that may be physical or mental, and is learning by doing what BP the guides founder proposes
as the educational way. Being protagonist, becoming responsible, goes beyond immediacy,
letting being amazed, having interest in the world one is inserted.
No doubt the strongest experience of my adolescence, the one that oriented me in my
vocational-professional election as an educator and psycho-pedagogist came together with
guiding.
We were a numerous group of Major Guides5, in our fifteen or sixteen, we were starting in the
movement with big expectations. Some months after starting the activities, the possibilities of
performing a communitarian service in the regional Hospital arose.
Together with the other alternatives that also were present, many of us decided to join the
Hospital Volunteers group, women organization of all the ages with a long and re-known
trajectory.
Going from the starting yes to the service job in the pediatric rooms, demanded us a weekly
capacitation along the four weeks: listening to capacitated volunteers’ experiences, learning
the rules that ruled the delicate work of being with children in illness situation, listening to
doctors and nurses who explained the exigencies and responsibilities the hospital job implied,
knowing the place.
We were assigned to the children’s room under the supervision of an expertise volunteers. I
never stop admiring the trust and contention I received from her and other adults, and the
opportunity that meant, almost fifty years ago, this disposition to allow a group of teenagers to
experience abilities, to learn many others and simply give an answer to a real need of the
community, in this case the children in hospital.
The rules in our job were a few and clear: punctuality, continuity in the compromise,
impeccable uniform, cordiality, disponibility, consult the coordinator in front of the littlest
doubt. The job: helping the hospital teacher by later doing homework, with the children,
going for a walk with them when they could move, tell them stories, organize quiet games,
listen, calm, console.
The lived situations weren’t easy, that is way there were established moments for sharing
doubts and interchange impressions weekly.
Personally, on Tuesdays from 03.00 pm to 06.00 pm was a time absolutely reserved for the
service in the hospital. If the school week was a little lighter I requested to attend one day
more.
5
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My psychology and pedagogy teachers at school were addressees of endless questions about
what to do for this or that child could feel better or learn more, experienced teacher, used to
give me thousands of ideas.
Our return bus trip was a continuous chat.
We learnt how to set ideas and decide, plan and perform, to evaluate and modify that that
didn’t give us results; we had the opportunity to assume a responsibility for what we had
been prepared, to work in teams, to ask and listen. We had to learn to live with our emotions
and with the other’s ones; we experienced social abilities; we admired the giving an
professionalism of many adults. We gave from us, we had enthusiasm and kept the effort that
the project demanded, some for two years, others more than that.
When the exigencies of university life and the first jobs made us feel we had to leave the
project that, however, continued through other teenagers that integrated the group.
It would be worth remembering and bringing to the present our experiences based in service,
the ones we treasure and were meaningful in our childhood and adolescence the ones we
experienced and learnt...

4. Learn from others’ testimony
Since different positions in the field of psychology, the presence of the others in the
constitution of who we are and will be, has a privilege place.
Erich Fromm, humanist psychologist of the 20th Century said that man and humanity are
called to transform the reality by increasing life, making life grow and this to spread in acts of
love, conscience and compassion. The existence results from a permanent option among
alternatives; to come out or to root; relate from love or domain and submission, build or
destroy, to take possession or become poorer to be really rich. 6 And we learn all this from the
others.
The place of the adults in the learning of tenderness or violence, in the habilitation of places
to grow and experiment, to build and go wrong is essential for the construction of our
subjectivity. The experience of knowing that even in front of our inadequate behavior the
adult is next to us to pint and correct, and do it from love and in relation with care and help, is
relevant in our childhood.
“The hope that the us happens, has to do with the reciprocal necessity of an interpersonal link, that is beating in
7
each human being. We know that a person learns to love at the very moment of being loved ” , Ivern
expresses and then adds “each being that was loved has the capacity of being loved and answer to the
other’s love. Discovering reciprocity will be as “being back home” and at the same time going into the history
memory of the multiple experiences of cooperation, congestion and mutual re-knowing...”

In this personal and collective memory we are part of and we feed from it, visualizes
uncountable movements towards the other in this wish to-be-with-others. Simple care
gestures, heroic gestures that express in giving even our own life for the other; a shared work
6
7
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that assumes the value of each one support; so many ways that our necessity of living and
giving answer to the really human necessities assumes.
Learn how to share materials in kindergarten, accepting failure and victories in the football
team, thinking together common objectives and goals for our guide patrol, finding together
the solution of a problem...short steps that make us closer to our “own version” of being and
living in the world; the only way of living according to a personal project of live.
In all that it is essential to highlight the adult’s presence.
We learn from our parents' compassion and giving, gratitude and solicitous preoccupation for
the other. Later from the most significant adults among us, those we incorporate in our
relations when the world expands through school, group, and church. From them we learn,
also, a love made from acknowledgement, responsibility, waiting capacity, sympathy, care,
respect, limits, and exigencies.
In our memory we keep our grandparents and parents, a teacher or a catechist, a secondary
school teacher o a leader of a group where we learnt. We learnt from their gestures and
attitudes, their words and silences....
Because, even though the salary was small there was always a part for the grandparents
that had more economic difficulties....
Because they always looked for one and thousand ways for their students to learn and
always asserted full of hope, it is never possible to say how long a student can reach in
his/her learning, there is no roof or limit in the wish of becoming better...
Because she was able to leave what she had in hands to give a hand to the ill neighbor,
and she prepared dinner for both her own family and the other one, and she took their
children to school and help them with homework until everything went back to
normality....
Because she said with enthusiasm that she would help in that project nobody believed in
and the teenagers group was able to make an idea to come true and make the
neighborhood’s conditions better...
Because nobody knew how she did to divide her time between the center church and the
neighborhood communitarian center, and she kept that good mood in front of the
obligations that the church school imposed her and the uncountable requirements from
the guides who didn’t accept that “their chaplain” was absent in that celebration or
wasn’t at least one day in their summer camp...
Because with children and husband she participated in the formation courses...
Because their holidays were every year in the town where the first aids room was being
built, learning from the villagers and with them how to create more opportunities for
young people...
.
Because the adult presence, educating presence, is a necessity and a cry in this times of
immense solitude for many children.
We can once more go to our memory...
Who we have learnt our service from...
Who have given us with their presence and testimony reasons to do, think and feel in front of
the other...

8

In who we recognize ourselves as educators today...
Which words and gestures had impact on us and marked us in any way...
To close this memory exercise, from the box I take new words and old words that go on being
as new as the day they were mentioned. I must choose some of them and not because of that
the ones I don’t choose are not valuable.
I choose among many good words those ones that today are in tune with realities and
experiences that mark the convergence pint, convoke me to do my part in the collective
work...
But this is basically an invitation to the one who is reading...
Which are the words your work as an educator in solidarity refers to; which words we
remit when looking for orientation, north, and direction.
Which ones re-conduct their being and doing
Which one announces their children and youngsters.
Two texts from the God’s words expressed in the Scriptures can help us to think about our
educator action...
1 Corinthians 13, 1-13. The invitation to live the love we have read in the sense of charity. The

other in front of me who isn’t a number or an instrument, who isn’t an statistic number or an
object.
Another, person, the other, who I owe to and who with a build an interpersonal link. In
sincerity and clarity, in simplicity and the gift of itself, in the mutual help and the service
proved in works.
A demanding love, which is lived in community, which wants the other’s benefit and accepts
not being corresponded. That is built in proximity and the concrete action.
The Good Shepherd. As the burning job to make nobody stay out, lost, abandoned in its

solitude or in risk. So far from the logic of being in charge of what I have, because, really, 99
are not enough!. On the contrary the requirement and the giving is weaker, to the one who
needs more, the one who is not in the plans and the projects of the world.
A text by John Paul II because of the World Peace Journal in 1998, invites us to put our
hands in the plow.
“ A distinctive sign of the Christian must be, today more than ever, love to the poor, the weak ones, the
ones who suffer. Living this demanding compromise requires a total pouring of those supposed values that
lead to look for the good only for oneself: power, pleasure, enrichment without scruples. Yes, Christ’s
disciples are called precisely to this radical conversion. The ones who compromise themselves to follow
this way will really experience ” justice, peace and joy in the Holy Ghost” (Rm 14, 17) and will taste the
“peace and justice fruit” (Hb 12, 11)
I wish to remember the Christians from every continent the exhortation of the Second Vatican Council:
it is necessary (...) to satisfy above all the justice demands, in such a way that it offers us as a charity help
what is owed as justice title” (11) A society authentically common that builds thanks to the fact that the
ones who have goods, to help the poor, don’t limit themselves to give only the superfluous. Besides,
offering material good is not enough, the sharing spirit is required, in such a way that the possibilit y of

9

dedicating the own citizen and attentions to the necessities of brothers in need is considered as an honor title.
Today is seen, in Christians as well as in other religions’ followers and in many men and women of good
will, the attraction to a simple life style as a condition for the equitative participation can come true in the
fruits of God’s creation. The one who lives in misery can’t wait any more, he has his needs now, and so, he
has the right to receive”

A narration, created by the Father Zezinho, which enclosures the knowledge of the antique
and new popular tales.
THE SHORT STORY OF THE SEED, WHICH WASN’T PLANTED

Once upon a time, in the alchemy times, when millions of men dedicated, with affectedness of
craziness, to the fever of transforming metals into gold, an old farmer decided to dedicate his time, his
dream his health to the discovery of a tree which gave fruit in any place and all the year around, which
didn’t depend on the weather or the season and which fed humanity so that no one could ever die from
hunger.
Finally, when he was very old, he made his great discovery.
He called his children and told them:
- I have found what I have been looking for. Now I am certain that the human hunger problem is
solved. However, unluckily there are only two seeds in each fruit and the trunk I have planted has just died.
But if each of you plant this seed I give you, you’ll be rich very soon. And most important: you’ll be holy
forever because you would have solved the human hunger.
One of the sons when received such a heritage, took the seed to his house and drop it stepping on it.
And told his neighbors:
- This elapsed old man. That is the heritage he left me... and apart from that he wants me to loose my
time planting a tree that, according to him, could kill the humanity hunger. And everybody was furious and
laughed at the old man craziness.
The other one also took the seed to his house and, although he doubted about the old father, he loved
him too much not to do something so simple. He went to the garden and planted the seed with tenderness,
in memory of the old man, that months later died.
One day, for his surprise, when coming back from a journey, he discovered that the tree he had planted,
produced a delicious fruit that never stopped producing although they matured once a time. That year the
tree gave hundreds of fruits.
And that seed produced in the first year hundreds of fruits and two hundred seeds; in the second year,
all the seeds were planted and in that way, from those seed four hundred were produced, fifty hundred, five
million, three billion and fulfilled the hunger of a great part of humanity.
But... the seed that wasn’t planted, didn’t produce hundreds of fruits, nor two hundred, nor four
hundred, nor five thousand, nor three billion seeds and it was not worth not having done it.
The seed, which wasn’t planted, kills from hunger two thousand years later.

Learn and go on learning to be able to teach. From personal history and the big history we are
part of, from our memory and from our dreams of change, from the words said with life, from
testimony, from our wishes, from the everyday job. In the search of making visible the
prophecy of fraternity and justice.

10

chapter 2

guiding as and
educational movement
Graciana Gaona
1. The Guiding Mission as a youth educational movement
The World Association of Guide Scouts, “helps the girls and the youngsters to develop their maximum
potential of world citizens, conscious of their responsibilities” summarizes the concepts of his
foundation, Lord Baden Powell, wanted to transmit when setting the bases at the beginning of
1900. Each of these concepts implies a rich content and gives place to a series of educational
objectives. At the same time that dynamism proper of this time leads to, according to
particular cultural and social contexts of each country or region, the educational action in each
of them becomes concrete in many ways.
Thinking about the maximum potential development of the girls and youngsters means
thinking about an education that has in mind all the dimension of the human being, knowing
they are interdependent ones from the others. These are their aspects:
intellectual, linked with the aspects of compression, learning, and appropriation of

culture.
spiritual, supreme dimension of the human being, linked with its deepest believes; with
its relation with God as substaintment of its relation with the man.
ethic, linked with the values that guide their behaviors and their decisions, life in
relation with the others in the search of the Common Welfare.
affective, the knowledge and comprehension of its own and the other’s feelings as a
necessary condition for an adequate social interaction.
social, linked with the belonging and responsibility notion, and the comprehension that
life in society implies rules for that to be possible.
physical, includes the consciousness of the necessity of an adequate care of the own
health.
On the other hand, the expression “potential development” shows us a perspective from
which the movement conceives the education that it tries to give, centering it in the strengths
and potentials of these youngsters.
During these last decade, Psychology has shown a progressive interest in studying the positive
dimensions of the human behavior, that is, its potential of development apart from its
limitations, believes, obstaculising factors. It tries to broaden the focus to the strengthening
of the positive qualities or the development of the human potentials (Seligman &
Csikszentmihalyi, 2000).
From this perspective, we make an introduction to two big topics (that we will continue
deeper in the next chapter) because they are directly connected with the “ maximum potential
development of the girls and the young people” stated in the Mission of the Movement. They
are an essential support at the time of thinking how to favor the so mented and looked for
“integral development” in the Educational processes, due to the fact the allow enrich the
11

strategies for the formation in positive attitudes and strengthen the harmonic integration of the
personality.
The concepts of pro-sociality and resilience, coming from the habit of the Psychology,
Psychiatry and Social Science, are nowadays taken into account in the educational
discussions. This is because, on one hand, every educational process has the possibility to
form children and young people in pro-social attitudes; on the other hand, both the institutions
of formal educational and non-formal education, and the youth organizations of different
matters can- and in fact it has happened quite before the institutions questioned that- work as
resilience promoters.
The concept of pro-sociality has as precedent investigations that started in the 50s, orientated
to understand the “antisocial” attitudes and elaborate prevention strategies. From the 70s on,
the focus of the “ investigators in Evaluative Psychology (as Darley and Latane), in Social Psychology (
especially Berkowittz) and Psychology of the behavior (Roche, Masnou, Bar-Tal, Staub and others) started to
vary the focus, pointing- more than preventing “antisocial” attitudes-at identifying and promoting the
8
development of “pro-social” attitudes.

The Autonomous University of Barcelona defines the pro-social attitudes as “those behaviors
that, without the search of external awards, favor other people, groups or social goals and increase the
probability of generating a common, quality and positive reciprocity in the consequent interpersonal or social
relation, to protect the identity, creativity and initiative of the implied groups” (Roche Olivar, 1998ª, p

145). 9

Alberton Ivern gives as this other definition “ the word pro-sociality is used to design the strategies of
the humanity to activate its historic memory of solidarity, cooperation, fraternity and to create the best possible
10
conditions for the development of reciprocity. ”

Contemporaneous of the greatest educators of the Movement of the New School, Baden
Powell intuits and shares, as they do, another way of thinking and doing education which in
that historical moment accepted as homogeneous, printing in its proposal a strong content of
development to learn how to live together, and to be with the others. It is from that lived
experience lived in the center of the small groups that we advance towards the construction of
a fairer and more common world. Human being and society, person and world spread
themselves and interact through the everyday exercise of learning liberty. Personal liberty
and collective liberty, in the participation and collaboration, in the creation of projects and
when making decisions.
Resilience, on the other hand is a concept that emerges from Psychiatry, Psychology and
Social Science. According to Gracia Morillo’s words, the resilience is “the capacity of resisting
11
adversity and transforming critical situations in opportunities of development ” . Nowadays this concept
has got relevance in the Science of Education, given that the investigations show how every
educational ambit can contribute with development of the resilience protecting factors.
Although it is possible to identify two great lines of theoretical reflection about this topic, one
from a cognitive conductive root and another one more linked to the interacting and the
systematic models, we would like to share some reflections that the BICE, Bureau
8

TAPIA, Ma. Nieves. “La solidaridad como pedagogía. El aprendizaje-servicio en la escuela”.”Solidarity as
pedagogy. Service-Learning in the schol” Ed. Ciudad Nueva. 2001. Page 35
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Idem, page 36
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International Catholique de l´Enfance (Catholic International Office of Childhood) has been
developing and acting in its multiple projects in all the continents.
Marie-Paule Poilpòt, its director between 1992 and 2000 used to say: “Resilience invites us to give
a positive way of seeing the other, modifying our practices, maybe observing better, and defining and using the
resources typical of those ones who we help or have been put in our hands ” and here she refers to each of
us as educators: “This dimension of the human nature leads us to hope with nature. Given that we have
12
chosen professions connnected with care, the wish of company or education, we are all takers of hope ”.

And this hope mantains itself in the resilience as a psychic construction that develops itself
along the person’s history and because of that the presence of trustful adults, available,
affectionate has a relevant role in the formation of the capacity of relating with the others, in
self esteem and the positive acceptance of itself, in the autonomy and sense of humor,
creativity and initiative, in the moral sense and religious experience.
To the light nowadays conceptualizations, many of us who have participated in our childhood,
adolescence, and youth in youth groups, volunteer organizations, different belonging groups
of social action, surely will be able to identify in those experiences many of the laments that
allowed us to develop and mantains pro-social attitudes, of compromise and participation in
different ambits of action in adult life.
We’ll take back these concepts in the following chapter, where we will show its relation with
the service to community, and more specifically with the development of its projects, which
include the methodology of Service-Learning.
Educating girls and young women for them to become “citizens of the world, conscious of
their responsibilities” means collaborating in its development process in such a way they can
insert themselves in society, conscious not only about the rights but also about the
responsibilities that this implies and do it in a compromised, transforming, critic way.
Forming people in actuality is forming citizens that recognize and accept that the expression
of the Genesis “replenish the earth, and subdue it” (Gn 1, 28) means that God “also gives us the
land as a job, compromising them to administrate their resources with responsibility. The human being, being
13
rational and free, is called to transform the Earth ” . And educators must be very conscious about

this responsibility.
Forming citizens is, following the general dictionary of the Spanish language, forming
subjects of political rights who intervene exercising them in the country government.
Closely linked with learning how to live with others, learn how to live together, learn how to
share lives, which the Delors Project (1996) spoke about, citizenship is learnt and
consequently it can and must be taught. That is how educators as Don Bosco, Dewey and
Baden Powell himself understood more than a century ago.
The right to citizenship “represents the right to liberty, democracy, a new way of living the
social system”
It means helping us to build share feelings which allow us to give contribution to a project of
society where everybody has place and can work intensively so that the personal interests and
the society ones can integrate each other in order of the Common benefit. In this process of
progressive socialization it is essential to point at strengthening the belonging sense of a
12
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society, if not the restoration or reconstruction one in a time characterized by deep
inequalities, in which fragmentation processes, the social links become deteriorated and the
social thread or net doesn’t keep or cover many of its members who experience exclusion or
margination. It is essential, also, to build an ethic vision of the other, based on the
everybody’s dignity, on solidarity as an essential matter for the conviviality and to reach the
common benefit. The Encyclical Gaudium et Spas (1965) in its 26th article defines common
welfare as “a sum of conditions of social life that allows the groups and each of its members to reach its own
perfection with bigger facility and plenitude ” and goes on saying that “every social group must have
relatively in mind the necessities and legitimate aspirations of the other groups...” “God created the man not for
individual life but to form a social unit...” (art. 32).

There are different conceptions about citizenship. We can think the citizen as a right subject
in an organized society and who also knows that has “obligations” to fulfill not to be out of
the law. But this perspective makes poorer the idea of citizen as a compromised actor in the
collective construction, as co-creator of vital communities, just and fraternal through an active
participation, and that has notion of its responsibilities in the achievement of indispensable
conditions for the democratic conviviality. Law or imposition does not achieve democracy,
but because every social actor contributes to shape, strengthen, and make possible from an
individual and collective style of life. Giovanni Sartori wrote “The democracies are only able to
survive when they are understood by their citizens ”. The strengthening of the democracy in many
countries is today an ethic imperative.
Mayor Zaragoza, making reference to the democratic citizenship, expresses “the democracy can’t
be reduced to a group of institutional rules. It can only survive and live, if it is supported on another living, on a
sincere contentment, on a responsibility, which isn’t ruled by a simple profit and lost criteria. There can be
democracies if there aren’t democrats; without a conscious and active citizenship, neither. “ Maintaining the

urgency of being kept in mind as citizens, of counting with the citizen’s point of view instead
of a statistic number, everyone being authentic social actors. Including among the genuine
democracy conditions, participation, free expression of ideas, information freedom, defense of
the human rights that implies the firm fight against poverty, invites the education to make
education to democratic citizenship become central.
Education for citizenship is a permanent process. Learning and putting into practice the
effective way of conviviality don’t arise in a spontaneous way. They are result of the
conscious effort of groups and people and the serious intention of the institutions
compromised with the defense of the individual and collective rights. In this educational
process, formal as well as non-formal, obviously has a key role. Strengthening the democratic
culture and building conviviality bridges is in its essence itself, so that each citizen
participates in the construction of the society that fulfills the human necessities; the future
isn’t tomorrow, it is built today.
2. The main values in the Guide law and promise
“.... I believe that God placed us in this enchanting world to be happy and enjoy life. But happiness
doesn’t come from richness, neither from just to be successful in our career, neither giving us something we
want. One step towards happiness is making oneself healthy and strong, when a child, so that we can be
useful and enjoy life when we are adults.
The study of nature will teach us how God has filled this world of marvelous and beautiful things for us
to enjoy. Be satisfied with what we have and take the best advantage you can. Always see the good point of
things and not the bad one.
But the real way of getting happiness is making the others happy. Try to leave this world in better
conditions you found it, so that, when the time of dying comes, you can do it happily, because at least you
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haven’t lost your time and you did as much as possible to make good. “Be prepared” in that way, to enjoy a
joyful life and die happily. God help you to do it this way.”
Your friend Baden Powell and Gilwell

The last message by the foundation of the Guide movement is a fantastic synthesis of all his
thought, his educative ideals for children and young people, the values that sustain them. And
although they were stated at the beginning of the 1900s, they still have huge actuality and
vigency, he was a wise and an “advanced” man for his time. He was deeply worried about the
formation of people compromised with their country; he knew that a country is not better than
the quality of the people that conform it.
He imagines and gives shape to scouting and guiding as a “school” of life, in life and for life
where young people had the opportunity to form themselves in personal responsibility,
understanding this as what Paul Ricouer tells us respecting to this: “ the other requires me and
14
thanks to this requirement I become able of responsibility.” . Taking its etimological meaning, the
word responsibility derives from the Latin “responses” and means “answer”. The Guiding
motto “be prepared”, expresses exactly the disposition to answer in front of the other’s
interpellation and the context. Baden Powell seems to describe the responsible man with
these words: “the man who wants, acquiring responsibility, to become a person, is that one who knows how
to govern his own boat, who knows how to lead his own soul looking bravely beyond, who knows how to knit
his own destiny in life”

The Guide Promise as well as the Law written by Baden Powell, again give an account of the
values that he himself wanted to print in his pedagogy.
But what do we understand for “promise”? It is a word that in its Latin origin, “promissum”,
means respect the law, through action or word. So, that means, it is completely an expression
of personal responsibility transformed in a life style, which would become self-discipline. The
Guides make their Promises in an act in front of a complete community- their peers, leaders,
parents and others. This shows the importance of this moment, given that making the Promise
in this context is assuming the public and life-lasting compromise. In consequence, the
fulfillment of the Promise and the Law will mold a particular way of “being in the world”, of
relationing, of behaving with people, the problematic ones, and the encircling reality.
The expressed rules in the Guide Law show in a positive way, attributes, attitudes, principles
and values that will shape a particular way of living life. Because the values, really, work as
an engine in the behavior of the people, are we conscious of that or not. The Trappist monk
Bernardo Olivera says that the values are “attractive goods that motivate and guide our behavior” our
social interaction and the successive making of decisions along our life. Really the Promise
and Law make a path to follow which by being followed so many times with the company of
peers and adults- leaders-, will leave an unforgettable trace in each child and youngster. They
will become a code of values and behavior that surely will last all their lives. That’s why it is
said “ you are a guide forever”, although we don’t participate actively in the movement, we
will live the family and profession, faith and political compromise, neighborhood and
friendship in a special way, from a shared identity.
Guiding assumes the compromise to impulse in the girls and young women the acknowledge
of the spiritual dimension as constitutive of the human being, and as that one, compromising
oneself in the growth and maturation of faith is a necessity.
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The spiritual dimension is closely linked with the values, the development of a moral and
ethic consciousness , with the sense of life of each one and its place in the society.
For the Catholics in Guiding, the movement can be the place for an authentic revelation of
Jesus Christ, in a way of Evangelic life, a path of saintity, a means of building the Kingdom of
God, a participation of women in the Church life, a prophecy of fraternity and solidarity.

3. The educational objectives of the movement
Educating in a time of anxiety and hurry, of fragmentation and quick, it goes on being a bet
for the future and hope.
Education, as an utopia, towards the formation of a woman and a man full and integrated with
themselves, with nature, with the other men, with God; is constantly pushed to a horizon that
doesn’t allowe being caught.
From different looks, we can articulate or try to define what education is for us:
A meeting of generations, a job among people that integrate the transmition of a past, a
history, a way of being in the world at the same time it allows the apparition of a novelty hand
in hand with the children, the teenagers the young women. A thread of traditions, present and
dream where the group and the movement and each person in her/his marvelous singularity
has a place.
An experience of being part, knitted in the social thread that recognizes the other as another
and find in their diversity a richness source. An opportunity to do together, to create and
dialogue, to decide an invent, celebrate and evaluate, to star and listen to.
Taking a position in front of what the world we live in is and that lives us, working with
others in the possibility of making a better world and a new time.
A responsibility of the adults of transmition, of inclusion, of care, of re-reading, of creation of
places where the “newly-arrived”, before Arendt, can fell welcome and find a space to create
allowing error and trial.
Educating also as a heart thing rooted in love to God that compromises to create environments
where can be possible to learn life and learn world, learn freedom and learn solidarity and
justice.
“What’s the meaning of education? It is an art a science. You can educate that one who is able of taking out of
himself all the virtues he has inside. You can educate that one who can be himself, lead his existence, develop
15
all his potentials, making himself able to build a human story.”
“Education is an open and dynamic process that promotes the plenty difference of all the being possibilities and
his integration in an harmonic unit (...) at the same time it succeeds on getting the personal and progressive
16
integration in the community.”
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The human person is a social being. The man “is but also “he builds himself” , he goes
creating his personality through the interaction as his closest surrounding- family, scholar
institution- and also with other social groups where they participate. The majority of times
these groups have big influence in the socialization process of children and youngsters and in
the development of their personality. The Guide movement is one of them. Its pedagogy has
an intention clearly defined for his foundation, and looks for the learning of values, attitudes
and the development of capacities.
Through a look over the educative pedagogy of the Guide movement, we will be able to see
clearly the tuning that we find with the objectives of the service-learning methodology, which
we will deepen, in chapter 3. The service to community is shared for them both as one of the
main axis, looking for assist social problems but with the “addition” that in service the one
who gives is educating himself at the same time. But because of that we have acquired the
phrase “Learning helps, helping teaches”.
The Guide movement tries to give the youngsters the opportunity to develop itself in an
harmonic and integral way; it wants to offer a centered education in its necessities and
aspirations, tries to give tools to differ which of them are really human from those which only
produce hegemonic models, contributes with the construction of the project of life of each one
of them in fidelity to the God of Life, its own uniqueness, the vocation to transformation in
the world. According to the ages of the girls and teenagers, the activities they do in each
guide group will be orientated to give them opportunities to become healthy and fecund
beings, accepting the responsibilities for its own quality of life, and recognizing the rights that
correspond to them as girls, teenagers or young women in the center of a concrete political
society, recognizing their capacities and talents and plasming them into their personal project.
It is a movement that understands that we also educate through concrete actions, that it is no
mere activism but active compromise with the construction of peace and justice, not in an
abstract way nor theoretical, but working for concrete necessities of each specific community
where its groups are inserted. Educating for this compromise implies transmitting
continuously the value of hope as an attitude that is in the root of the Christian faith. Hope is
active, generates projects, transforms us in stars, impulses us to build the world we wish. It is
the opposite of wait. Jesus didn’t come and sat to wait to see how the world changed: he
came, educated and acted- he cured ill people, listened to the ones in need, forgave to sinners,
started to build the Kingdom in the concrete life of his time. He lived with the open eyes and
the heart for “the other”... And asked us to do the same!
Love to nature, the teaching of the importance of its care and life in harmony with it is
another of the main principles of the Guide movement. Because of that in outdoors life the
guides also educate. The Bachelor Silvia Staib de Chanes says that “guides are in some way people
17
in the way”
and describes with deep and emotive veracity the walker’s experience through
the way metaphor. And we share with it “the infinite resonance’s...” Contact with nature, “God’s
manuscripts”, gives us the possibility of admitting and contemplating all its hugeness the
perfect work of our Creator. Life in camps teaches us to observe, to stay aware and connected
with the encircling reality, to learn the wisdom that it manifest continuously. Learn how to
love nature is the way to understand that our responsibility is taking care of it, denouncing its
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destruction, learning ways of production which respect it, advance in a different attitude in
front of consume, living the austerity experience.
The patrol system typical of the Guide movement, gives young people the possibility of
learning in peers, of coordinating groups centered in specific works, where everyone must do
different functions, functions where it’s necessary to be prepared with responsibility,
functions which arise from requirements of different projects and try to be rotative in such a
way to facilitate all the multiple experiences and abilities. Life in group and cooperative work
impulses and makes possible the experience of participation, team work, the possibility of the
process of making decisions in a participative way, as well as designing projects from the
final phase of the interchange of ideas until the celebration that closes a shared period of life
and multiple learnings.
Given that education is a community process, the patrol system is an excellent methodology
for the young people to develop their individual and social competences.
“The patrol system has as its main purpose giving true responsibilities to the biggest number of possible
children, with the purpose of developing their personality” (Baden Powell)
The communitarian service in the Guide movement represents, on one hand, a purpose
itself, given that it was stated by Lord Baden Powell, the need of educating youngsters to
“leave this world in better conditions we found it ”. It is also taken from the movement mission when
“citizens of the world, conscious of their responsibilities ”. On the other hand, it is also an educative
tool, through which the movement creates girls and young women, helping them to be owners
of their responsibility values in function of their concrete needs, participation and solidarity.
The communitarian service planned in function of concrete needs of each community allows
us to practice those values in real life, it is an opportunity to learn through action, and it is a
clear expression of the acceptance of the obligations inherent to every responsible citizen. The
activities of communitarian service are a privileged occasion for learning and active
cooperation among adults and young people.
The idea of every educator is facilitating the needed conditions and resources so that children
and young people who are in charge have the possibility of reaching integration, personal and
harmonic, reach progressively their insertion in the community they belong to, be active
watchers and, before Baden Powel, develop the abilities and assume the compromise of
leaving “this world in better conditions we found it”.
You don’t educate when you impose your convictions,
but when you provoke personal convictions.
You don’t educate when you impose ways, but when you teach how to walk.
You don’t educate when you impose submission,
but when you arise the courages in the free ones.
You don’t educate when you impose your ideas,
but when you foment the capacity of thinking on you own
You don’t educate when you impose authority,
but when you cultivate the other’s autonomy.
You don’t educate when you impose uniformity,
but when you respect the originality of difference.
You don’t educate when you impose God,
but when you make him present in your life.
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3.1 Personal and social development of the young women
Victor Frankl said that “the man, in the end, decides on his own”. In addition, education must be education
for capacity of deciding.”
The man is the only living thing able to question itself, think, in brief, of having
consciousness. This an essential dimension for the human being, and on the other hand, it is
the source of its freedom and its responsibility. Without consciousness, there is no liberty, and
without liberty there is no responsibility. Because of that, it is essential need giving them in
all the activities we do with them, the opportunity to reach the greatest possible way the selflearning, understanding as the capacity of knowing and understanding his way of being,
thinking and feeling and the relation of all this with his way of behaving (inner congruence).
Every education that says to that, leads always to the imperative of facilitating in the young
people, in first place, the development of a consciousness of themselves, of the others and the
world they are part of. Secondly, building the capacity of observation and opening to reality
with criteria to differ with criticism the actions and define a personal position on the grounds
of a scale of values assumed with liberty and responsibility. “Liberty grows in the way we mature in
18
self-consciousness and self-government”
, and from that on we can be able of giving our
contribution to conviviality and development of our communities.
Life in community and the experience of working in groups, is what forms the human being in
a complete way and offers the possibility of knowing themselves in all their dimensions
because “(...) the human being is so deeply rational that his relations aren’t something he simply has; actually,
he lives them and auto-configurates himself through them as one of the mean sources in the construction of his
19
identity” . Young people need “learn how to be” in interaction with other people so that they

can share ideas, ideals, values, personal initiative, meaning actions and prove that they have
something to give and that they can be change agents. This kind of experiences is what will
also allow to discover future vications and create a vision of personal future.
And talking particularly about the education of the girls and youngsters, John Paul II offers a
clear and deep reflection about the feminine condition in our times, written in June of 1995.
(“Letter from John Paul II to women”) In that one he remarks the urgent need of highlighting
the “feminine genius” understanding this as the intrinsic characteristics of his nature, as the
way of enriching the full understanding of the world and human relations. We could mention
some characteristics essentially feminine, and not because of that privative of women:
intuition as the capacity of catching situations beyond the concrete situation, the obvious;
sense, as the possibility of being in contact with the deepest feelings and needs, personal ones
as well as the people by me ones; the capacity of understanding in a broad and holistic way
the human realities, the capacity of mediating and become expert on dialogue, the disposition,
with effort, of harmonizing roles and gifts.
And why not, this consciousness of inter-relation that has made, following an article in the
magazine Daughters of Maria Auxiliadora, in September of 2004, many feminine movements
keep the need to guarantee the social and economical rights to sustain the political balance;
bet for a sustainable development hand in hand with politics that recognize the economy;
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ensure the social equality together with economical justice and give a place to the
participation of women in all the levels of the political life.
Today the woman spreads her action in all the ambits of human life: social, cultural, political,
laboral, aducational. And in the society where this hasn’t been still reached, it is absolutely
essential to be this way, because she “will contribute to manifest the contradictions of a society
organized on pure criteria of efficiency and productivity, and will oblige to reset the systems in favor of the
20
humanizing processes that configurates the civilizations of love.”

If we can educate our children and young women in the consciousness of complementary,
reciprocity, we will be making an essential contribution to the so claimed and hended
Civilization of Love.
3.2 Education for responsibility and social participation: the service as a goal and a
tool.
The activities of service to community in childhood and adolescence are usually for the
person in growth, experiences of intense affirmative value. It is during this epoch when the
person in an identification process makes inner the attitudes of people acquire that model
character; some of them could become founders of his project of life. That is way the
importance of the healthy, integrated adult educator is crucial, like the transmission of values
through the educational process. “The personal and social lived experiences in the first years of life, as
well as the options that we make along these years are usually founders in the definition- or indefinition- of a
project of life, in vocational options, ideological and the work or academic trajectory.” “ (...) made
investigations (...) suggest that people who have developed solidary actions and been volunteers in their youth,
tend to keep along their lives the levels of social compromise and political participation, superior than those who
21
haven’t had these experiences.

This kind of activities facilitate the opening of consciousness about the beings that integrate a
community (belonging sense), of the rights and responsibilities that this implies, and the need
of each social actor that participates actively in the construction of a society where he belongs
with the responsibility with the contribution of his own talents, capacities and abilities. Under
Baden Powel’s words “ take from it ( what you have) the best you can”, or said in other words, make
fructify the talents we have been trusted and given. It gives them the opportunity of knowing
different life styles, develop the capacity of empathy and other relational abilities that will
configurate their social competence, and understand the influence that each being can exercise
to transform the surrounding he has.
An educational movement for girls and young people that states the service to community as
one of the essential instruments for its educational programmes, it knows that it must include
its formation goals to the solidarity learning.
“Solidarity finds itself, Sylvia Schmelkes says, together with essential values, at the base of ethics. This is
essentially explained because it has to do with the other; with the other’s understanding (respect), with the
feeling of the other (empathy), with the suffering with the other (compassion), of being responsible of the other
(compromise) and with wishing that the other improves the situation he is at the moment (justice) and, last when
22
it is possible, give oneself to the other and try his continue growth (love)
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Solidarity can’t be understood if it isn’t together with justice and peace. John Paul II said in
the World Peace Journey in 1998. “Justice and peace are abstract concepts or far ideals; they are values
that build a common patrimony and that live in the heart of each person. Everybody is called to live in justice
and work for peace: beings, families, communities and nations. Nobody can be free of this responsibility .”

Education in solidarity becomes essential because it allows the one who educates to have
conscious of his belonging sense to a concrete community that has the responsibility of
contributing the strengthening of a new culture based in universal values such as peace and
justice and the respect for dignity of every human being. The Pope John Paul II defined
solidarity as “the strong and perseverant determination of sacrifying for the common benefit” and CLAYSS
“ The solidarity when it is well kept starts being efficient and finishes generating fraternity: looks for prosociality more than altruism”.

The role that education has, formal as well as non-formal, is crucial in the achievement of
these objectives, because we know that solidarity is also an attitude that we can learn.
The development of service activities strengths the capacity of action and organization of the
young people and contributes with their personal development because this intensifies the
integration of its personal experience with its peers and also with the adults with whom they
work in agreement. This increases his capacity of becoming social actors and discovering that
they have tools and capacities to modify their social surrounding. The citizenship
consciousness can be only strengthen if the young people feel that they influence the
decisions that affect their collective life, if the proof that they are able of working with the
others to build collective consensus and goals, that they are seen and listened, and that with
their contribution “they can make a difference” in the quality of life of their communities.
Many of our countries nowadays strongly need solidifying a consciousness of participative
and responsible citizenship and fight against the scourge of social exclusion of many of our
co-citizens. If it is true that there is a generalized consensus that the only way is education
this doesn’t mean freeing the states from the responsibility of what is their competence to
offer benefits, security and the cultural goods for the citizens. We, the ones who have
experienced in our childhood, adolescence or youth the service to community, know about the
impact of these activities in the formation of personality, the opening of consciousness about
social matters, in the sense of social compromise. Almost surely, we can affirm that serving
in times of so much opening and disponibility for formation will bring as a result more
compromised and more participative adults, conscious of their responsibilities in the
construction of common benefit”
This doesn’t mean not being conscious of the impact that the media has today in the
construction of subjectivity and the advance of individual or grgary proposals that build
identities aside of the collective memory, the knowledge, the values and the community.
Economical and efficiencies rationalism, the hegemonogy of any information, the consumesociety and the entertainment-society go through our existences and the ones of the new
generations.
The ones who guided us in our childhood and adolescence, were adults compromised with the
youth of their times- we- and with the social reality of those times, as positive models they
practiced their leader capacity, showing that reality is not static and that can be changed.
Today in times of vulnerability and crisis of institutions the figure of the educator adult is
absolutely relevant.
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chapter 3

solidary service and learning
in the educative project of
guiding
Graciana Gaona
1. Introduction: “our young people”
Silvia S. De Chanes says in the document “Guiding: an inclusive pedagogy in times of
exclusion” that as guides we must, before anything else, think about our girls and young
women, know who they are. Think to know them, understand their life styles, their wishes,
aspirations, and their real needs. Without this deep comprehension will be difficult to answer
to the mission of the movement “help the girls and youngsters to develop their maximum
potential”.
The girls and teenagers of our times have infinite necessities of any matter. But they
essentially need adults by their side that have clear their role, who can help as positive
models, who are genuinely interested in them and transmit their trust in their capacities and
potentials. This is the role each educator must fulfill as a guide and facilitator of the integral
development of children and youngsters.
Nowadays, it seems that the vision of youth that dominates (it would be enough analyzing the
kind of news that mention the youngsters that appear in the means of communication) is
centered in negative characteristics.
The adolescents and young people are defined as individualistic or empathic, little
compromised with the social reality, lacking of ideals, absolutely given to the abuse of drugs
and alcohol, or starring violence actions. The adult world, Fize would say, is afraid of the
youngsters on one hand and on the other hand it is afraid for the youngsters. Because
statistics also talk about the quantity of youngsters, teenagers and children that are victims of
any kind of violence.
If young people can seem to be drifting, we have to answer as adults: what we have done- or
stop doing- to contribute with this reality. Because as well as the previous is still true in many
cases, the ones who work with young people also know that there are thousands of youngsters
in all the world strongly compromised with schools and youth organizations working
seriously and will in innovating proposals to favor social inclusion of their co-citizens: scholar
support for children in educative risk, consciousness campaign about health and the
environment, informatics capacitation to unemployed people.
Some examples of projects of service taken by different Guide groups in different places of
the world are not only in the countries but also collaborating with the Non-Governmental
Organizations of other countries that request their help.
“Adoption” of grandparents for company and recreation (Portugal Guide Association)
Work with refugees in many countries
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Formation of rural women about reproductive health and project of financial selfmanagement (Ivory Coast Catholic Guides Association)
Consciousness work about integration of blind people into society (Guide Association
of Lebanon)
In September of 2002 it was held in Buenos Aires, Republic Argentina, the 6th Conference of
the International Association for the National Youth Service (IANYS), where 28 delegate
countries from the five continents participated. These ones represented governments, leaders
of local, national and international programmes of solidary youth service, investigators and
interested and experienced people in the field of service and youth development.
At the end of the mentioned conference, the participants made a “World call to the solidary
youth service”, postulating “the youth service is an essential part of the development of our countries and
regions of the international community. This way, we admit the urgent need of a maintained action to support
the healthy transition of the young people to productive life and the responsible citizenship and to build
communities positively integrated.” At the end of its exhortation they show some benefits of the

Youth Service and some evidence in its impact, from practice and from practice and diverse
investigations:
In the young people, “in the personal development, social, academic and civic, (...) the improvement of the
assistance and continuity at school, increase of the civic participation of the youngsters when they reach adult
life, smaller participation in criminal activities, addictive behavior or early sexual start.”

In the communities, “contribution of millions of service hours to communitarian initiatives in areas such as
education, environment protection, IVH prevention, old people care, homeless, etc.”
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2. The service-learning
We always say that nowadays there is a great amount of young people that star service
projects in their communities or in others, which are further, assisting the most varied themes
and needs. This shows the huge solidarity reserve, compromise ideals and values of our
youth, beyond everything that can be said against them. “Service to community can be a place to
24
learn concepts, attitudes, and competences that are frequently difficult to develop in other ambits” . And this
is about the matter we work on, because the service-learning methodology, on its own
essence, states an integration between the two words of its denomination: “service learning”
or in other words “learning serving”.
2.1 What is service-learning?
The service-learning is an educative methodology internationally known, and its nowadays
denomination was wedged formally in the end of the 60’s (although today about 200
definitions coexist) in universities of the USA as Hardavard and Radcliffe. They formalized
the programme “Education for Action” with a communitarian service curriculum for their
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students. Since the 70’s, the service-learning has expanded along the United States and the
rest of the world. 25
This methodology, as we know it nowadays, has antecedents in different authors in the
education field (Dewey, Bruner, Ausubel, Piaget, Vygotsky, Freire, among others). In each of
them we can find- with the typical differences in each theoretical ground- fundaments directly
related with the service-learning proposal, not only in its objectives of the development of the
cognitive structures, but also in favoring the integral development in relation with values,
attitudes, capacities and abilities. Under the risk of making an excessive simplification, we
could outline a synthesis of the ideas stated by them all:
The importance of integration of the reality subject through the experience and
discovery as essential element of the learning process.
The reflexive process essential for the knowledge appropriation
The method of resolution of problems and alternative exploration as a mean of access to
knowledge and development of abilities and competences
The social essence of the human being and the importance of the links for the personal
development and appropriation of culture
The concept of significant learning, which we only achieve through the possibility of
connecting the concepts with the vital experience of the student and through actions
which allow us build knowledge through praxis as a permanent interaction among
reflection and action
The service-learning has a multiplicity of starting points, different ways of doing it, different
denominations and theoretical sources of diverse disciplines that nature it; but at the same
time there is a growing sense of belonging to a movement that also looks for transformation in
the reality of proactive ways and also pedagogical innovations not only in the ambit of formal
education but also the non-formal one.
For the case of the social organizations with educative purposes, Foundation SES in
Argentina gives a definition of service-learning “(...) all the activities of service, Non-Formal
Education Organizations, plan to achieve certain kind of learning among youngsters. These are activities with
26
pedagogical intention; planned and developed to achieve: meaningful learnings.
A preliminary definition allows us to consider service-learning as a solidary service activity, starred by
boys, girls, teenagers or young people and aimed to cover the real necessities of the communities. In the
case of the educational institutions, this one is planned in an integrated way with the curriculum, according
to the youngsters’ learning. In social organisations, the formal curriculum is replaced by a formation
27
segment previously stated by the institution ” .The organisations or movements that propose to

educate young people out the formal educational system, have their own specific
educational objectives.
It arises the definition that one of the essential characteristics of service-learning is the youth
starring in all the parts of the project: diagnosis, plannification, execution and evaluation.
And this characteristic is not a minor matter: when we talk about protagonism, we talk
concretely about a real participation (not an “as if”) and compromised with the objective of
modifying and improving the life quality of a specific group of people. The young
protagonism today is intensively recommended for the strengthening and development of the
25
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own young people as well as the complete society. It is an efficient means to build social links
and strengthen the “human capital” of our societies. The philosopher Enrique Valiente
Noailles said, in an article written in the newspaper La Nacion from Buenos Aires that “ to the
ipessimism of the intelligence we have to front the optimism of the will ”. We live in societies where not
long ago we dig our feet in the value of will to face difficulties, and where it seemed that the
culture of “I can’t” is what domains in many adults. But the great majority of youngsters who
star actions in benefit of their communities or others show continuously the opposite. How
much we have to learn from them!
The youth protagonism requires and also generates: self esteem, self-confidence, motivation,
sense of belonging, consciousness, critic about the context, personal responsibility and
leadership capacity. But it also needs as we have said in the introduction of this chapter,
adults that are interested and genuinely trust in the roles of “doers” and builders of the society
they live in and the one they would like to have. The framed projects in the service-learning
methodology make possible the formation of young leadership; the practice of values as
solidarity and justice and starts and intense project that modifies the youngster and the reality
simultaneously.
2.2 Double Intention of Service Learning
The service-learning methodology always implies a double intention, both equally important:
the solidary intention of offering an efficient service to answer a social need and the
pedagogical intention of forming participative citizens, responsible and solidary
2.2.1 Solidary Intention
One of the objectives of a service-learning project is giving an efficient and concrete answer
to a felt and real necessity for the community. This leads us to think in the importance of
doing a participative diagnosis with the addressees about their realities to detect, integrating
their perspectives, what is what they really need and is we are in conditions of giving an
answer. Reaching these goals demands a full exercise of active listening and sympathy that
the young people will start “training” with the coming of the experiences. The project to start
must be proper to the evolutive time of the young women who star the service as well as the
institutional possibilities.
Working from solidarity implies a position in front of justice and the promotion of the human
rights of all the persons; understand the necessity of starting actions, which favor social
promotion of the beneficiaries and promote self-management, and educate in the compromise
of building the common benefit.
2.2.2 Pedagogical intention
Each institution that educates children and young people has its own educative objectives.
But taking education in a broad sense, there are some challenges that are common to any of
them. Some of theses the UNESCO International Education Commission, presided by Jackes
Delors, in his widely, postulated challenges spread report “Education encloses a treasure”
(1996). We have been able to prove that in the practice of the service-learning methodology
is a tool more than efficient to reach all these objectives.
Learn how to learn: the communitarian participation projects, when are well planned in

relation with the contents that the young people-risk in all the activities they perform,
they help them to re-state the sense of learning continuously as something necessary and
result being highly motivating generating, at the same time, new learnings.
25

Learn how to do: the fact of having to behave in the concrete reality, from the evaluation

of problems to be boarded to the fact of having to make decisions and the execution of
projects, gives the youngsters the possibility of developing their creativity and initiative
for the solution of problems, competences and abilities for the team work and
organization and management, all of them are essential for their insertion in the laboral
world.
Learn how to be: the participation of children and youngsters in activities of
communitarian service give them the possibility of developing pro-social attitudes and
understand that values aren’t declaimed but must be transformed in concrete actions in
everyday life.
Learn how to live together: the Commission highlights the necessity of this objective for
the nowadays education, given that it is urgent the re-knowing of equal dignity of all the
people, the pacific resolution of conflicts and the work together in projects which try to
combat the scourge of exclusion. This educative objective is directly connected with
the learning of personal and social responsibility.
The youth organizations, which use the modality of communitarian participation projects
among their pedagogical strategies, share some contents that are established in every project
with this characteristic. Sometimes they are clearly explicit and others they can be seen
implicitly. What the service learning methodology looks for is precisely that we can identify
this contents, the proper of each organization and the ones that derive of the particularities of
each project, to include them in the plannification of the actions with our young people.
We here enounce some of these thematic axis and the personal and social development
common to each project of participation in the community.
Thematic Axis
Knowledge and analysis of the social reality
Social organization: young people must recognize different types of organizations with

which they must interact: neighborhood and community organizations, schools,
governmental organisms, enterprises and others.
Communication competences: the necessity of interacting with actors of different ambits
help young people to widen their reference frames and empower different competences
and communications styles.
Administration of resources: every project moves resources, human as well as material
ones, the participation of young people gives them the opportunity of developing
abilities for their administration and organization.
Citizenship and human rights: the service to community implies that the young people
who assume there compromise with the encircling reality and really practices a
responsible and participative citizenship.
Axis of social and personal development
Values: young people assume and decide to incarnate a series of values that, at least, are
the solidarity ones, participation, personal and social responsibility and justice.
Intra and interpersonal development
Group development

This doesn’t try to be a finished list of axis on what we must work, but a starting point to
continue reflection. Each project, according to the particularities, will give place to new
contents. This is precisely one of the richnesses of the service-learning methodology, given
that it can be used to any kind of context, institutions and themes. The challenge will be
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identifying in each case the included contexts or that can be included through the projected
activities.
2.3 The service-learning quadrant
There isn’t just one way of enterprising projects framed in the service-learning methodology.
Each organization must start from its identity, from its mission and ideas, from its own
educative objectives, and the way already taken according to experiences of service to the
community.
The graphic we show now is a good starting point to analyze “where we are placed" in what
respects what we are doing nowadays. From there, we could go closer so that our projects can
become quality service learning experiences. Probably, we can identify some or many of the
service-learning elements as a part of what we have been doing. Valuing it is the first step,
and building it the path to service-learning will be a challenge more enriching for the whole
group.

We see that in the graphic28 two components cross themselves of the service-learning: the
service and the learning. The vertical axis shows the greatest and smallest quality of service
given to the community: the cross axis, shows the greatest and smallest integration of learning
with service.
The formation activities Quadrant
Many youth organizations have formation programmes in speciphic themes. In this quadrant
we could place these programmes in the way they are unlinked with the activities of concrete

28

Graphic adaptated from the original from SERVICE LEARNING CENTER, Service Learning Quadrants,
Stanford University Palo Alto, CA, 1996.
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service. The objective here is transmitting determined knowledge or abilities, but they are not
necessarily linked with the communitarian service.
The quadrant II- assistematic solidary initiatives
This kind of initiatives are the ones we normally call “campaigns” of clothes or food
collections, activities for beneficence, organization of events. Generally the objective is
satisfying some punctual necessity and habitually they are disconnected of the formation
thematic axis or contents. Their place on the quadrant gives an account of the low quality of
the service, closer to assistential than to social promotion, and the scare integration with the
game contents
The quadrant III- Institutional Communitarian Service
The youth organizations, which have the solidary service as part of their habitual actions, tend
to give a high quality service because this one goes through the majority of their activities.
Many times, as in the case of the Guides, its is one of the most important axis of their
pedagogy and they frequently work with the methodology of projects. So that, to transform
this habitual practice into service-learning, it will be necessary to identify the contents of
learning and integrate them to the plannification of the projects in relation with the activities
of service themselves.
The quadrant IV- Service-learning
The place in the graphic shows that these experiences have high quality in service too and
also in learning. It is where we find an explicit articulation between the two variables and the
experience impacts equally in the given service and the community and the protagonists’
learning.
Lets remember here the definition of the service learning methodology
A solidary service
Starred by young people
Destined to give an answer to real necessities and felt by a community
Planned and integrated in function of the curriculum of the social organization which
gives the service.
What do we mean when we talk about “quality” of projects?
The “quality” in relation with the “learning” will be given by:
The impact of the project of personal and social development of the young women and
of the increase of new capacities and abilities.
The protagonism grade of the youngsters in all the steps of the project and its capacity
of self-management.
The way in which the young ladies have been able of getting the stated educative
contents or generating new learnings.
We take as basic elements to define “quality in the service” at least the following points:
The proved and effective satisfaction of the addressees and not only of the ones who
give the service.
Change indicators in the life quality of these ones, at least in short time and with certain
possibilities for this to grow in a medium and long time.
Articulated work with other organizations in civil society or official organisms.
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2.4 Transitions towards service-learning
We have said that there are many variants to initiate the development of projects of
communitarian participation in the service-learning methodology frame. Each institution or
organization has its own history and identity about the service practice, and from there it must
advance to achieve projects with the biggest impact that is possible:
in the beneficiaries, looking for its social promotion and the increase of its capacity of
self-management.
in the benefit givers, promoting meaningful learnings, generating new learnings and
strengthening their capacity of resilience and pro-social attitudes formation.
We call this advance process “transitions towards service-learning”. And the graphic we
show in section 2.3 (The service-learning quadrants) will be of great help at the time of
thinking about our starting point (where we are), our strengths (the elements we have) and
what we have to advance.
2.4.1 From assistance to Social Promotion
The service-learning looks for social promotion on the service beneficiaries more than
assistential actions, with the purpose of “making possible in the beneficiaries and the participants the
development of their personal, group potentials, potentials of organization and communication which allows
29
them to elaborate possible solutions that point to main problems” .

The following chart will help to understand the differences between assistance and social promotion








assistance
Assist emerging problems
Projects in a short time
Distributes material goods
The addressees can be passive
Sustention is based in the service
givers








social promotión
Assists structural problems
Projects in a medium and long time
Develops competences and resources
Demands the protagonism of the
addressees
Sustention is based on the human and
material resources, which can develop
the services beneficiaries.

The two first aspects are related with the objectives and the reach of the service activities
more than with the time our projects last. A project can assist structural problems although it
is developed in a short and specified time, for example offering capacitation in computing
science to unemployed adults for a three-month period. We will not solve the unemployment
problem, but we will improve the conditions to get a job for the addressees. Assistance is
many times seen in a pejorative sense, however in many cases, these activities are the only
possible ones to assist situations of extreme necessity.
About the service addresses, it will be an assistance project in the way in which they don’t
participate actively or simply are receptors of this one. On the other hand, our project will be
promotional if we can promote the addresses self-management, as R. Tagore says “not giving
the fish, but teaching how to fish”. We are conscious that many times “giving the fish” is the only
29
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possible action in a short time, but we must have in mind that parallelly we must turn some
objectives closer to social promotion for the addresses.
2.4.2 From assistematic experiences to service-learning
Generally these initiatives emerge to answer a very punctual necessity, or are thought to
perform an specific action. There are numerous examples of “Children’s day celebration” in
children’s homes or hospitals, visits to a local old people’s home, and the already mentioned
actions of recollection of clothes, food and medicine. They are frequently actions with short
continuity, occasional and promoted or managed by a reduced group. They usually have a
little or no connection with learning contents, or at least in an explicit sense. This kind of
experience prevails in altruism and assistance, given that the benefits frequently have little
participation, more than as service receptors.
2.4.3 From communitarian service to service-learning
Probably this is the most forcible transition because it highlights a decisive difference
between the classical way of communitarian service and/or youth volunteering and the
service-learning. The use of the methodology service-learning allows the youngsters to
participate consciously in their community, being able to conceptualize their action deepening
their comprehension of reality.

3. Some theoretical contributions from psicholgy
We said in the previous chapter that during the last decades diverse psychology currents and
investigations are making some contributions that are configuring a new paradigm about the
human development. As well as the last century the emphasis was set in curing pathologies,
lately the theoretical developments started digging their feet into health promotion. These
ones are inciding in the creation of new strategies and methodologies not only for the
psychology ambit but also for the education one. We here mention some of these
contributions because they have direct relation with the potentials of service-learning as an
educative method.
3.1 Emotional Intelligence and Multiple Intelligences
Young people have many things to offer to our societies, but need that people give them
genuine opportunities to act in an organized way, participate in the activities of importance
and responsibility and assuming the challenges of a variety of contexts (Halsted, Alice). They
need to prove with effort, compromise and work articulate with us, they can transform reality.
The practice of the youth participation in projects of service to community is demonstrating
the positive impact of these ones in the personal, social and emotional development of
young people. It arises from investigations about volunteering and youth service, realized in
different parts of the world, and uncountable evaluations not only given by teachers, young
leaders and the experiences protagonists themselves.
From these investigations by Howard Gardner about the multiple intelligences, Daniel
Goleman boarded the study of the Emotional Intelligence30. Its qualities are: consciousness
of oneself, mood balance, motivation, control of impulses and sociability. The education of
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the emotions brings hand in hand in the personal level self-control, trust, integrity,
adaptability, and motivation. The experiences of the volunteering in general and servicelearning in particular, give young people the possibility of learning more about their emotions
and developing the sympathy capacity, so highly needed for a really participative job, done
together with the addresses of service in community. (PASO JOVEN. 2004)
Howard Gardner, in his investigations about Multiple Intelligences31, claims that human
beings posses seven kinds of intelligences, combined in each of the different ways and with
domain in one of them. The seven intelligences are: linguistic intelligence, logic-mathematic,
apace, body-kinetic, musical, interpersonal and the interpersonal. This has implication on
education because that means that each of us learns in a different way. So that it is necessary
to use many strategies to get closer to knowledge so that everybody has the same possibilities
to learn. The service-learning experiences set young people in multiple and diverse situations
and contexts, in which they must analyze the reality, make decisions, interact with the others
and perform very diverse jobs. Surely, each of them will have infinite possibilities to evaluate
and recognize their most remarked capacities and abilities along all the steps of the
development of projects.
3.2 Education for pro-sociality
We have mentioned in the previous chapter the concept of education for the pro-sociality.
The relative studies in this concept started to develop themselves in the 70’s, but were spread
in the two following decades. Its origin had to do with the investigations about antisocial
behaviors in young people, above all crime, violence and drug abuse. The intension was to
identify their causes and prevent these behaviors. This way the word “pro-social attitudes”
was born as an antonym of “antisocial behavior”. Roberto Roche Olivar, from the Center of
Pro-sociality of the University of Barcelona, led these investigations. 32
Going back to the definition, the pro-social attitudes are “those behaviors that, without the search of
external rewards, favor other people, groups, social goals and increase the probability of generating a solidary,
quality and positive reciprocity in the consequent social or interpersonal relations, preserving identity, creativity and
initiative of the implied groups or people” In this conception the idea of reciprocity between the one

who gives a service and its addressee is implied, based on the acknowledge of dignity of all the
persons equally and that mutual benefit, not only for the “giver” but also for the receptor of the
service-activity.
Pro-sociality is different from altruism because this is part of the giver intention of the service
of giving benefit the addressee and is measured by the “giver’s” satisfaction. “Pro-sociality, on
the other hand, tend to measure specifically in the grade of necessity and benefit of the real receptor, as well as
the effective the generated reciprocity or solidary”.

The service-learning experiences of quality are a very efficient tool for pro-sociality education
because, focused towards social promotion of the addresses, we work actively in all the steps
of the project, generating reciprocity between the ones who offer the service and the ones who
receive it pointing at the search of greater justice and greater equality of opportunities. (PASO
JOVEN, 2004)
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3.3 The capacity of resillience
The investigations on the Psychology and Psychiatry field in the last decades are generating a
change of perspective, going farther from the medicine model based on pathology and
consequent vicious circles that last people in psychopathologic illnesses. The first registers
emerged after the Second World War. Psychiatric investigations started from the question
why some victims of concentration fields and huge atrocities were able to overcome this, and
others fell in grave and irreversible psychopathologic illnesses. So some investigators started
to study the common factors in the lives of these people.
This new focus centers the attention on what is what keeps people sane although they
experiment traumas and long exposition to stressful situations. What the model postulates is
that people can overcome highly negative experiences, even, get stronger from these. Really,
many people talk about a new paradigm of the human development, thinking how to empower
the factors that “create health” and not only the ones who “cure illnesses”. “The focus on
resilience describes the existence of protector shields which avoid that risk act luminously, making lower the
33
negative effects and even transforming them into overcoming factors of the difficult situation.”

An approximate definition that takes different authors into account would be that resilience is
“the capacity of overcoming, recuperating and adaptating successfully in front of diversity, and develop
academic and vocational social competence, even though being under a grave or simply tensions inherent to the
34
nowadays world.” The origin of the word comes from mechanic engineering, as the condition

of certain materials to resist an impact and keep their characteristics. (PASO JOVEN, 2004)
Beyond the differences and debates the focus rises, authors agree that people who have been
able of overcoming adversity, have in common not only personal factors but also the
surrounding which facilitated in them the development of resilience. They dominate these
“protector factors” or pillars of resilience, and the same ones are of inner or personal matter
and external or environment matter.
The inner protector factors or conditions of the subject that facilitate resilience are:
High self-esteem
Self-confidence
Facilities to communicate
Sympathy
The external factors or characteristics of families, schools, communities and peer groups that
empower resilience are:
Extended family
Meaningful adult support
Social integration
Laboral intergartion 35
A contribution that results meaningful for educational institutions, whether they are of the
formal educational system as well as other characteristics (youth organizations with
educational purposes) is the one that Henderson and Milstein give in the already quoted work
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“Resilience at school” and which has many practical implicancies to transform institutions
into resilience promoters.
They speak about six steps; the three first ones have as objective “mitigate the risk”
1.
enrich the pro-social links,
2.
fix clear and firm limits,
3.
teach abilities for life (that includes cooperation, conflict resolution and the ability to solve
36
problems) .
The following steps aim the construction of resilience itself:
4.
give affection and support;
5.
establish and transmit elevated and realistic expectations and
6.
give opportunities of meaningful participation.

The experience shows that the frame and institutional climate in which service-learning
projects are developed are highly favoring for the development of resilience in children,
young people and also in involved adults in mentioned projects.
This statements have strong implication in education, given that they propose proactive
models, cheering the fact of centering more in the strengths and potentials of people than in
the formation of their deficits or lacks.
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3.4 Some of the impacts proved from the implementation of the Service-Learning
methodology
Numerous investigations37 have been demonstrating the impact the service-learning projects
produce in the personal and social development of the young people who star them. We have
mentioned along these pages; as a synthesis, we presented a list, conscious that each
protagonist could go on widening this list if we had the possibility to convoke them.
It behaves in a preventive way to decrease risk behaviors.
Favors the development of pro-social attitudes and of the resilience capacity
Promotes the development of an ethic and compromised consciousness with the
common benefit
Develops basic competences essential for the insertion in the laboral world, as the
capacity to solve problems practically, creativity, personal initiative, team work, making
decisions and leadership capacity
Substantially improves the communicational abilities
Favors the development to diagnose situations, evaluate alternatives, execute action
plans and evaluate them.
Gives opportunities for the discovery of future professional vocations given that puts
young people in contact with different action ambits
It is essential to build more vital communities, fairer, more solidary and fraternal. But this
isn’t got from one day to the other and without the participation of all the social actors.
Because of that it is essential to educate the nowadays children and youngsters generation as
real responsible citizens, with perfect conscious of the Common Benefit, so that we can
achieve these ambitious objectives. And the service-learning is a tool which is more than
useful because it doesn’t only form young people for the future but also that today are also
changing the nowadays situation of their communities with their compromise in the service
activities.
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chapter 4

how to develop
service-learning projects
Graciana Gaona
1. Itinerary for teh development of projects 38
Thinking the itinerary is preparing the way that we want to follow. And using words by Silvia
S. de Chanes, we could make a parallelism between “the metaphor of the way” and the
meaning of starting the development of projects.
“Preparations for the walk, conversations around maps and plans planning times, places to visit, sites to camp,
weight of the backpack, menu for the journey (…)
We prepare ourselves for the walk and we check once more the things in the backpack, the necessary warm
clothes, orientation, the maps…although we known in our hearts that the walk always has unaccepted events
(…)
(...) By the fire we tell emotions and moments
(...) And we knit from our hearts what later will become part of the group history
(...) Not always the walk is easy
(...) There is tiredness and tensions. A storm that soaks to the skin, soaked clothes, the backpack is heavier than
39
ever… So, recovering the rhythm again is difficult, it is necessary everybody’s good will”

The young women, together with their leaders, will start a way with various steps:
1st Step: Diagnosis and plannification
2nd Step: Project execution
3rd Sptep: Final Evaluation and Systematization
These steps will be crossed by three transversal processes:
Reflection process: in the plannification of the project, it will be necessary to establish

moments for individual and group reflection: about the evaluation of the project, the learnings
that are generated in the practice and the partial results of the service, questions and doubts,
the impact of the actions in all the involved actors. Different strategies can be used
(workshops, journals) suitable for each moment and according to the characteristics of each
group. It is also advisable to plan instances for reflection with the addressees of the service.
The reflection process is essential for the internalization of the learnings and to reinforce the
service sense. “The systematic reflection is the factor that transforms an interesting and compromised
experience into something that affects decisive the learning and development of the students/young people”

40

Evaluation Process: we consider evaluation a permanent and central aspect of the
development of a project. We may think over some achievements and mistakes of each step,
about the impact that the project has been producing in the youngsters’ learning aspect as well
38
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as in the life quality of the addresses of the service. Because of that we must include in our
plannification specific instances for partial evaluations. The permanent evaluation and selfevaluation allows us to correct destinies when its is necessary.
Systematization Process: what this process will allow us is the recompilation of the

information of everything we have lived along the project. The main objective is recovering
the experience so that from that systematization we can enrich our next projects, based on
what we have already learnt, not only from our successes but also our mistakes. In this sense
it will be necessary to include in the plannification: specific moments, which aspects to have
in mind, who will be in charge of this one (it its advisable to be the most participative as
possible) and which shapes it will take (written, visual and expression elements). When the
project concludes, the systematization will be able to show us all the aspects of the process
apart from the obtained results.
The following scheme shows the process we have just described:

Graphic 1, taken from PASO JOVEN. Integral Manual... page 1 of Itinerary Section. www.pasojoven.org

First step: DIAGNOSIS AND PLANIFICATION

Graphic 2, taken from PaSo Joven, Integral Manual... page 31 of the Itinerary Section
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Step 1: MOTIVATION

The first step in any enterprise is motivation of those who will perform it. Every youth
organization that proposes itself to start going along the service-learning path already has an
important starting point: their youth groups disposed to give a service to the community.
The service to community in the Guides is an educative objective itself. The first step related
with the motivation to serve is given before hand in the same scenes of the movement. What
will be needed indeed is that the group and its guides do a group work to decide what social
problem will answer and which will be the axis of the project.


Step 2: DIAGNOSIS AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE NECESSITY OF SERVICE

The service to community can emerge from two situations:
a. from a concrete request of the community
b. from the particular interest of a group to answer a given problem.
In both cases, the first job will be doing a participative diagnosis in the context we decide to
act. It will be necessary to analyze the problem to aboard together with the addressees. This
step is extremely important because it will allow to state clear objectives, realistic, measurable
and delimit the scopes of the project. The group must understand “what happens” in this
space, establish variables that interchange, define the axis problem of the project and
formulate the possible boardings and methods of action.
As an example, if the young woman decides the work with a problematic related with themes
that involve the health of a given community, maybe they must investigate about its causes or
intervening variables, the social context of the affected ones, which other organizations would
be needed to give solutions, and finally decide what can this group do to face the challenge
they have in front of them.
Let’s remember that the service-learning methodology always implies an intention of
learning, because of that the other relevant element of this diagnosis step is connected with
the identification of learning contents and opportunities that the project to be done will offer
us. (See “Pedagogical Intention” section 2.2.2)


Step 3: DESIGN AND PLANNIFICATION OF THE PROJECT

Once the problematic, the project will assist, has been delimited, we will have to define
clearly:
Nature of the project. Title.
WHY? Fundaments
WHAT FOR? Objectives, learning as well as service
WHO? The responsibles and the work group
TO WHOM? Addressees of the service.
HOW? Methodology, activities, methods and tools.
WHEN? Activity chronogram, estimated time
WHAT WITH? Human, material, economic resources. Viability.
WHO WITH? Possible alliances with other actors, organizations, communitarian or
official organization.
WHAT?
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Setting of the budget
The design and plannification of the project will surely request many meetings dedicated to
this purpose. Plannification will be our guide we will always go over, and we will do the
necessary adjustments according to the transversal processes of reflection and evaluation that
we show in Graphic 1.
HOW MUCH?

The end of this first step will be an important moment for the collective construction and
systematization of the learning acquired up to now. Here we talk about what Graphic 2
mentions as “Recuperation and integration of the problem that we decided to assist and that
we can integrate as new learnings or as thematic axis to have in mind in the future; and from
all the aspects of personal and group dimensions manifested in the way we have gone through
up to here.
Second step: EXCECUTION OF PROJECT

youth organizations
1º STEP:
DIAGNOSIS AND
PLANNIFICATION

2º STEP
EXCECUTION OF
THE PROJECT

3º STEP
FINAL EVALUATION AND
SYSTEMATIZATION

REFLECTION
Step 4: Service in action

EVALUATION
SYSTEMATIZATION

Step 5: Communication
of the experience

ser vi ce - l ear ni ng
Graphic 3, taken from Paso Joven, Integral Manual... page. 35 of the itinerary section



Step 4: THE SERVICE IN ACTION- EXECUTION OF THE PROJECT

This is the moment to implement and manage the project based on what we have planned.
It will be important to establishing beforehand the moment to have the meeting with the
“workshop” modality, where the objective will be integrating in group the learnings acquired
in one or many of the segments of the process. The coordination of the project will be the one
that determines these instances because they will be thought according to the characteristics of
the project and the goals and the programmed activities. They could be taken as axis of these
workshops as well as emerging from the action itself to adjust the plannification, as some of
the thematic or formation axis previously chosen.


Step 5: COMMUNICATION AND SPREADING OF THE EXPERIENCE

The communicational management is essential to every project. On one hand, the inner
communication inside the organization and among the different work groups is the key to the
inner coherence of all the actions performed to achieve the stated objectives in the design of
the project.
On the other hand, the outer communication or towards community, has relevance for the
38

diffusion of the project, what can also bring hand in hand the possible association with other
social actors that can empower the project in matter.
All the themes related with the communication, inner as well as outer, can be worked in different
instances of reflection and evaluation previously established in the plannification of the project.
Third step: FINAL EVALUATION AND SYTEMATISATION

Graphic 4, taken from PaSo Joven, Integral Manual... page 37, of the itinerary section



Steps 6 and 7: SYSTEMATIZATION AND EVALUATION

Once we have reached the end of the execution of the project, we will proceed to the final
evaluation and systematization, analyzing not only the results, but also the processes we go
through in each of the instances. The dimensions we will analyze here are:
The development of the project of services itself according to the plan.
The learning process of all the involved people.
The group experience
The personal experience
We will take as a reference point the analysis of the stated objectives and the initially
expected achievements, as well as the modifications introduced in the intermediate instances
of evaluation, reflection and systematization, if there were any. Surely in this final evaluation
we will manifest achievements that hadn’t been foreseen in the plannification; so we will
register them as a part of the new learnings acquired in the process and will take part of the
systematization of the experience.
This is the closing moment of the service-learning experience, and will be a very valuable
instance for all the participants, included the beneficiaries of the project. The main objective of
this step is recovering the personal and group experience, clearing the learnings of contents, of
attitudes and developed abilities and recognize the impact of what we have done in the life of
each of the participant actors and in the beneficiaries’ ones.
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Step 8: CELEBRATION, PARTY AND ACKNOWLEDGE

Going along the experience of uncountable groups that have developed service-learning
projects, in schools, universities, youth groups and social organizations of different nature, we
had the possibility to ascertain ourselves about the value of celebration when a project comes
to an end. It is a fair acknowledge the job and the achievement of the objectives we had set.
Celebrating strengthens young people self-esteem (and adults) who worked in the project; the
impact is at the personal level as well as in the group cohesion. And behaves as and engine to
continue this way and to generate new projects, because it evidences that the effort made
produces real changes in the concrete reality and in the life of many people.
About “Celebrating”, the Father Angel Rossi, S.J tells us: “we need to deeply celebrate, even in the
middle of heart and world ruins (…). And those who don’t do this to “disappear” or denying that there are many
things that aren’t as they should be. But so that, with the renewed heart because of the party, we can the
following day put our hands to work on what God asks personal and ecclesiastically, on what we have to keep or
41
rebuild.”

2. Support tools and instruments
This section proposes to facilitate the plannification and development work of the servicelearning projects. It is a recompilation of tools that have been used by many organizations
and schools. The idea is that they can be taken in an orientative sense, and then recreated and
adapted in function of the characteristics of each project, institutional project and the
opportunities of each group.
This tools are ordered according to the steps of the project set by the first section of this
chapter, Itinerary for the development of service-learning projects.
First step: DIAGNOSIS AND PLANIFICATION
We have said that before starting a service-learning project it is essential to work on the
group motivation, which will make it move and the identification of the problem that we
will boarded. For the ones who are jut starting the Service-learning way, it will be also
necessary to do activities related with the comprehension of the service-learning concept as
a work methodology.


Step 1: MOTIVATION

Activities for reflection with children and young people about social reality
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ROSSI, Angel S.J., FARES, Diego S.J. Pequeños gestos con gran amor. Reflexiones para el tercer milenio.
“Little gestures with great love. Reflections for the third millenium.”Page 32. Editorial Sudamericana, Buenos
Aires, 1999
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ACTIVITY 1: Knowing

the context we live in 42

Objectives:
That the children or young people broad their comprehension of social reality that
surrounds them
That they formulate questions from their observations
That they can recognize different problems and determine if they can be assisted by
them
That they get to use the oral and/or written language to express their ideas and
observations clearly
Description of the activity
The objective of this is that the involved children or young people do a context observation
exercise. From there, they can imagine the jobs that each group would like to do and if they
are in condition to assist the chosen problem.
Instructions:
During a week, observe and describe the realities or events that show a concrete problem and
that had caught your attention. Examples: rubbish in the streets, traffic problems, children or
old people alone in the streets, etc.
The topics brought by the children or young people will be a good starting point to work in
group according to the chosen axis theme of the project.
ACTIVITY 2:

Youth participation 43

Before starting to work we propose you to think about what happens and what is expected
from youth participation in the community. It is an excellent way of starting a topic.
Questions to do a survey among your mates and friends:
Answer the following questions individually:
1.

Do young people participate in the decision?






oftheneighborhd,
at school,
church,
youth group,
society?

A lot

A little

Nothing

Don’t know

A lot

A little

Nothing

Don’t know

A lot

A little

Nothing

Don’t know

A lot

A little

Nothing

Don’t know

A lot

A little

Nothing

Don’t know

Why do you think this happens?
...........................................................................................................................
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Adapted from the National Programme School and Comunity. Ministerio de Educación. Argentina. Module 4:
Tools for the devlopment of a Solidary Educative Project. Buenos Aires, 2001. Quoted in PaSo Joven. Integral
Manual.... Tool Section. Buenos Aires, 2004
43
Adapted from Minzi, Viviana. Vamos que venimos. “Let’s go that we are coming” Guide for teh organization of
youth groups or communitarian work. Ed. La Crujía. Buenos Aires, 2004. Quoted in PaSo Joven, Integral
Manual..., Tool Sections, page 11
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How do they participate? Give some examples (only if you answered “A lot” or “A
little”)
...........................................................................................................................
2.

Is there any institution in which young people could participate or could participate
more? Which ones?

Foment society/ Neighborhood center/ Neighborhood or Communitarian
Association/ Cooperative.

A school/ Students center/ Course councils/ Communitarian activities.

Neighborhood communitarian Organizations (nursery/school support center/
retired people or old people centers)

Hospitals/ Health centers/ Horphan children homes/ Attention Centers for
disable people

Local parties (politics)

Religious places/ Churches / Temples

Local Means of Communication (newspapers/radios/TV channels)

Local Government places (Town Hall/ Cultural Center/ School Support Center/
Museums/ Libraries)

Clubs/ sport and leisure centers.

Others (specify) .................................................................................................

3.

In which of these institutions do you participate or would you like to participate?
Why?
...........................................................................................................................

4.








5.



In which themes of your community would you like to participate?
Security matters
Health matters
Sports and leisure matters
Matters of organization of events
Environment matters
Cultural and Art matters
Other matters (specify) .................................................. ....................................
If young people participated in the decisions of the
neighborhood
school

How do you think things would work?
Much better

Better

The same

Worse

Much worse

Don’t know

Why?
...........................................................................................................................
Common exposition:
1.

Comment the answers in group. You can make the same questions to other
young people you know.
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2.


3.

Together with the Coordinator you can jump to some conclusions:
Which are the ambits of major interest in the group? And which of the
organizations would give them support to do a solidary participation, active and
compromised with the necessities of the community?

Write a letter to the headmaster of the school, the president of the
Neighborhood Association or Foment Society, the Chief of any Hospital Service,
commenting them the results of the survey and your wish of participating in a solidary
way of a communitarian project. Ask them in what you could collaborate. Don’t forget
to tell them who you are and sent and address so that they can answer to you.
Second card: Investigation about social organisations, governamental organisms
and enterprises 44 (To use in the community diagnosis step)

Make an investigation in groups to create a date base of social organizations, governmental
organization (town, province, nation) and companies, which are connected with the chosen
topic.
The objective of this investigation is to collect all the possible information and think about he
possible alliances or articulations to enrich and empower the chosen project.
Data to investigate:

Name of the company/organism/company

Abbreviation by initial (if it had one)

Purpose/Mission of the organization

Activities it does

Director or responsible person (name and surname)

Address

Telephone number

Electronic mail

City

Province

Country
ACTIVITY 3: Interests in

question 45

The objective of this activity is that the members of a group can share the matters that worry
them bout social reality and finally choose a topic, do the corresponding diagnosis and design
and implement a service-learning project.
The youngsters can be given a list of the most frequent communitarian problems so that they
can later organize a ranking according to the ones that interest and move them the most to act.
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Adaptated from the Programme School and community. Education Ministery. Argentina. Module 4: Tools for...
2001
45
Adaptated from Minzi, Viviana. Vamos que venimos. Guía para la organización....”Let’s go we are coming.
Guide for the organisation” Quoted in PaSo Joven, Manual Integral..., Tool section.
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Each member of the group will receive two cards where they will write down the topics
according to:

It interests me a lot

It interests me a little or not at all
A way of representing the topics can be the following scheme: 46

education

health
Lack of first aids centre
Lack of professionals

The citizens’ ignorance about
basic cares of higiene and health

Others

School failure and abandomn
Lack of library in the zone

Absence of didactic material

Absence of nurseries and kindergarten
in the zone









environment
Environmental
Pollution

Species in extintion

Lack of green places


most common
community
problems

home




Precary homes
Lack of services
Others

socio-económical aspects









Early preganancies
Family violence
Alcoholism and drug addiction
Old people with unfulfilled basic needs
Unemployment
Lack of means of communication
Absence of communitarian organisations
Others

public services
Lack of light in the streets

Garbage dumps

Pavement and strerts in bad
conditions

Others


After the personal work of selection and the arrangement hierarchically the themes, we will
do a ranking of the group interests to define which problems will be boarded with the project.
It is important to remember this step so that the young people can become the owners of the
project and become real protagonists, it will be necessary that they are motivated to act.
Because of that it is elemental to do any activity of this kind before starting to plan the
project.
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MINISTERIO DE EDUCACIÓN, R. Argentina. Secretaría de Educación Básica. National Programme School
and Community. Module 4: Tools for the devlopment of solidary educative projects. Page 23, 2001
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In the case that the service demand comes directly from the community (A communitarian
organization or another) we will have to work in the aspect of the motivation of the young
people in the same diagnosis of the reality we decide to offer the service.
Activities for the comprehension of the service-learning methodology

The objective of theses activities is achieving the comprehension of the service-learning
concept, its essential characteristics and the reasons that support its implementation.
We propose to work on the concepts that explain the double intention of the service-learning
(Chap. 3, section 2.2. Double Intention of the Service-learning)
This group exercise can be useful to once more think together the educative objectives typical
of the Guide movement, the particularities of the groups we have in charge, now with the
view concentrated on how to articulate these ones with the projects of service that have
already started or the ones about to start.
ACTIVITY 4: Why

incorporating the service-learning in our educative methodology? 47

Under the light of the Mission of the Guide Movement and its educative objectives,
reflections about the consonances we find among them and the challenges for the education of
the 21st Century proposed by the UNESCO in its document Education enclosures a treasure.
A service-learning project helps to learn how to know because:

It helps young people to dimension the variety of knowledge they already
have and to find new meaning to these ones

Increases motivation to go on learning

Generates new learnings

Offers the opportunity to use knowledege and abilities to solve concrete
problems
A service-learning helps to learn how to do because:

It allows to develop basic competences for the laboral work

Gives the opportunity to develop creativity and initiative to solve
problems

Gives knowledge about oragnisation and about management of projects

Strengthens the group work

Favors an efficient communication
A service-learning project helps to learn how to be because:

It allows the development of pro-social attitudes (acknowledgment of the
other and valorization of the differences)

Favors self esteem and positive personal valorization

Allows the formation in values as solidarity, justice and responsibility
A service-learning project helps to learn how to live with others because:

It forms for responsible participation of the citizen

Gives the possibility to know and act in different social realities
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Taken and adapted from PaSo Joven. Manual Integral..., Tool section
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Teaches how to work articulately in net with other social and
governmental organizations in function of common objectives
Favors the interpersonal communication and links among peers and
among young people and adults.
4th card: themes and subthemes that can aboard the service-learning projects
48



EDUCATION

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)


CITIZEN AND COMMUNITARIAN PARTICIAPTION
a.
b.
c.



b.
c.

b.
c.

b.
c.

Education for health
Blood and organ donation
Alimentary Problems

SOCIOCULTURAL ANIMATION- CULTURAL AND HISTORIC PATRIMONY- TURISM
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.



Environmental Education
Urban Environment
Prevention and rational use of natural resources

HEALTH
a.



Informative Campaigns of public interest
Communication in isolated zones
Communication to the service of Non Governmental Organizations

ENVIRONMENT
a.



Civic compromise and citizenship participation
Ethic and citizen formation
Promotion of Cooperatives

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION
a.



Alphabetization
School support
Promotion to reading
Computing science and technology education
Capacitation: laboral capacitation

Promotion and preservation of the cultural and historic patrimony
Communitarian promotion of the sport, leisure and positive use of free time
Artistic and cultural activities to the service of the community
Study and leaving-school trips with solidary objectives
Design of local turistic circuits

PRODUCTIVE SOLIDARY PROJECTS

Those enterprises that are destined to fulfill any communitarian necessity previously
identified: have a solidary intention.
Producción agropecuaria
a. Agricultural production
b. Technological production


SOCIOECONOMICAL PROBLEM ASSISTANCE
a.

Food
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Clasification elaborated by GONZÁLEZ, Alba y ELICEGUI, Pablo. Clasificarion of themes and subthems
elaborated from the 5500 solidary educative projects presented to the Presidence Award to Solidary Schools of
the Education Ministry, Argentina. 2004
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Clothing
c.
Home
d. Integration to diversity
e. Collects
ACTIVITY 5: where are we strating from?
b.

The objective of this activity is doing a self-evaluation exercise of the projects of service we
are developing or that we have developed. We can take one or more examples.
Instructions for group work:
 Identify Service-learning elements in the solidary activities that we have chosen to
analyze. (See section 2.3 from Chapter 3)


Place the experiences in any of the quadrants of the presented scheme.

49

State which ones will be the necessary steps to do any of the transitions towards servicelearning (Section 2.4 from Chapter 3)


Make work proposals that allow start transforming the experiences into service-learning
projects.


5th card: kinds of activities in a service-learning project 50
PRELIMINARIES : all the ones related with the necessary formal aspects before starting the
project (authorizations, letters, agreements, etc)


49

Graphic adaptated from the original from SERVICE LEARNING CENTER, Service Learning Quadrants,
Stanford University Palo Alto, CA, 1996.
50

National Programme of school and communityPrograma. Education Ministery. Argentina. Module 4: Tools for
devlopment....2001
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SERVICE: related with the communitarian service that we are going to give, determined by
the chosen problem.


LEARNING: all the ones that have relation with what we have aimed the youngsters to learn
from the planned project


REFLECTION: We have mentioned that in the plannification there must be establish moments for
reflection, where experiences can be shared, reflections about the learnings that are taking place,
evaluating the activities and plan again when necessary. They are the moment to “stop” to think what
we are doing and how the results are getting. We identify four levels of reflection:


Events–what has happened?
Implications– causes
Evaluation–feelings and thoughts.
Solutions– what should we do?


COMMUNICATION, inner and outer :

This activities allow:

Place into hierarchies and put in order the actions to present and transmit them
Interest people
Motivate other people or organization so that they participate in the project
51

: we have
surely identified before (diagnosis in the community step) the organizations that work in the theme
chosen for the project. We can organize a job articulated with some of them so that we can get a more
effective and participative project. We can look for diverse ways of articulation, such as cooperation
agreements and/or official organisms, enterprises.


VINCULATION WITH SOCIAL ORGANISATIONS AND GOVERNAMENTAL ORGANISMS

FINNANCIAL SEARCH: Many times the lack of resources discourages the groups that want to start
service-learning projects. Then, we will have to think about financial opportunities in the community
and also take advantages of possibilities as subsidies, prizes, and scholarships from national and
international organizations, organizing events to collect money.


ACTIVITY 6: Cases analysis

Here we present some of the projects of communitarian service developed by Guide groups in
different parts of the world, which can be analyzed from the service-learning methodology
view.
Instruction 1:
Go back to the instruction of the activity n° 5 “Where are we starting from? To place the
experiences in the Quadrants Service-learning. Then, think about the possible “transitions”
towards service learning.
Instruction 2:
Identify:
 The problem we try to find a solution for
 The service objectives and
 The learning objectives
 The protagonism of the girls and young women in all the steps of the project
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National Programme School and Community. Ministerio de Educación de la Nación. Argentina. Module 2:
School and Community (2000) Quoted in Module 4: Tools for the devlopment..
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Case 1: Lebanon Guide Association
This is a project performed by the Lebanon Guides branch “Jeannette”. A 15-minute short
film has been done called “Close the eyes to see well”. This one shows the means and
educative techniques in the blind school in Babda and its integration to society. They have
also done a “probing” in the street to show the importance of integration. The short film
has been shown in the 10 districts of the Branch (50 Guide groups), presenting it to
Guides, parents and friends.
The money got from the tickets is destined for the second step of the project: to mend the
sports room of the school Baabda, which has been inaugurated on the 12 th of October,
2002.
Case 2: Ivory Coast Catholic guides Association
Title of the project: Formation of rural women: for self-financial maintenance and AIDS/
IVH prevention and sexual transmission illnesses.
Place: Grand-Akoudzin in the ADZOPE sub prefecture
Duration: 4 days. From the 26th to the 29th of December 2004
Objective: Organizing a Guide Unit in this town and sensibilise its members about the
pandemia of the century IVH / AIDS and the sexual transmission illnesses in general.
Development: There held meetings with the town women to let them know the
movement, workshops about the AIDS and STI problems (it means of transmission, risk
behaviors, prevention means). These women have been helped to form groups that allow
them to organize themselves to self-maintain economically, through the production of
soap.
Impact: The presence of the national and federal team with the scout uniform in this town
has had a positive impact on the population, that has understood that the movement is not
only for kids and that it has a lot of values. This was notorious in the voluntary
registration of many women at the end of the capacitation curse.
Case 3: Sun Guides and Fraile Pintado Major Guides from Jujuy Argentina
(started in 1984)52
Title: “Comedor InfantilTN”
"The “Solar” and the “Clan” from Fraile Pintado in the province of Jujuy has developed a
real SERVICE organizing a place to have meals where every day approximately 138
children were assisted, by being given food. But apart from that, that service was extended
to almost 34 old people.
The characteristics of the zone made even more important that the Guides give this service
because with very little resources they made a lot.
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Extractado del Manual de Capacitación Nacional del Movimiento “Guías Argentinas”. Santa Fe, 2000, pág. 23 y
24. Citado en PaSo Joven. Manual Integral..., sección Herramientas, pág. 16
TN
A “Comedor Infantil” is a place where children without resources go to have their daily meals, breakfast, lunch
and many times even dinner.
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They organized themselves elaborating jams that when were sold gave them the necessary
founds to maintain the “meals place” and by being recognized by the community because
of their organization, responsibility and compromise, they received the support of
governmental and non-governmental organisms.
The World Association of Guide Scouts awarded them with the Olave Prize, making the
following consideration:
“The group has compromised other people in its project, promoting this way the ideal and
service to community practice”
“It a good and well-structures project”
“The project is developed by a group of a very poor area, showing that even living under
difficult conditions, the group keeps alive the belief in the service spirit, working
enthusistically and without selfishness.”
At the moment of receiving the award, the project had been being developed for many
years.
Case 4: AGESCI Italia
Experience: Balkan Project
The Balkan Project has already been working for more than 10 years and today is a
consolidated experience. It is hold by the AGESCI ( Italian Association of Catholic
Scouts and Guides), in collaboration with international organizations and local organisms
that work on the problem of refugees and damaged because of the war made in the zone.
The first antecedents were the project “Blue Seagull” in Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina
(1992-1996) in collaboration with the High Commissioner for the Refugees of the United
Nations and the project “Eagle’s Flight” in Albania.
The present project was set from the principle humanitarian objectives destined for
helping and supporting the damaged people because of the war and the educational
objectives for the own members of the AGESCI, staring from the international dimension
and the foundation objectives of the movement: forming citizens of the world, educating
for peace, for intercultural dialogue, developing a culture in solidarity and making
compromises of service in front of economic and social situations that require help.
From the original actions, new intervention strategies have been derived and developed,
which have been planned and evaluated together with local organisms and have given
place to different projects in varied cities and refugees’ field in the region.
Who Up to the moment more than 8000 participants have got involved in the different
projects realized in this geographical zone, movement leaders as well as young Italian
guides and scouts.
Goals The developed projects have been permanently changing, so that they were reason
of continuous reflection and objectives and reasons analysis. The impact of the first
experiences in the refugees fields in Croatia made evident the wish of “not forgetting” so
many children and common people suffering the devastating consequences of war. The
compromise arisen at that moment was to try that the most possible amount of people50

particularly the community of guides and scouts- could become conscious of this reality
and they could see with their own eyes the price paid because of wars.




Humanitarian/solidary people: give help and support to the people affected by the
war in the region. This help has been of different kinds: food, clothing, collaboration
in the reconstruction of schools, cultural centers, reunion activities and recreation
with local children and youngsters.
Educational: in a broad sense, the educational goals are centered in the education for
peace and citizenship through the direct knowledge of the war consequences about
people and social structures.

Addressee Damaged people due to the Balkan war consequences, in Croatia, BosniaHerzegovina, Serbia, Albania.
Developed Actions/Activities The Balkan Project, along its more than ten years, and
although the suffered interruptions due to the political-military instability in the zone, has
allowed the development of a variety of activities, that have been outlined, planned and
executed together with local leaders and referents, according to the necessities of each of
the specific groups of people who are the addressee of the actions.
The main actions of these projects could be grouped in the following way.
Works in the Refugee Fields: the Italian leaders together with the responsibles
of the different fields, work on the plannification of activities. They set the educational
goals related to the activities to be developed. Besides other organizations which can give
help for the development of the project are reveled.
1.

The job with the young Italian participants consists of:
 a stage of preparation, stimulation and motivation, previous to the specific 1summer-week job in the refugee fields.
 The job in the place itself. This has as a goal that the youngsters live the refugees life
in the same way they live and can, around the corner, discover the personal ways of
contributing to build a culture against war and its injustices. In the fields, interchange
activities are made with the children and youngsters that live there: manuals,
musicals, ludics, physical activities, didactics, provision of basic elements.
Activities among Italian guides and scouts and youngsters from the Balkan region.
Under some organization’s requests, local ones as well as Italian ones, other kind of
activities emerged, above all educative ones and interchange with local youngsters and
children, with the objective to “educate for the unity starting from diversity”, based on the
intercultural dialogue and non-violent communication.
2.

Training programmes have been organized for animators for the refugee fields, campings
together with local youngsters and Italians, creation of scout groups in some cities of the
region, with the consequent formation of local scout leaders.
Evaluation The Balkan project, with more of 10 years of existence, has gone through
different stages, problems, interruptions and many achievements...
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The presence of the AGESCI in the region and the articulation grade with other
organizations has represented a positive reference point for the local youth. It has
promoted the role and participation of youth in its own territories. It has also been useful
to promote scouting as an educational movement and joung participation, not as a model
“to follow” but being with them in the development of an autonomous model that adjusts
itself to the necessities, history, culture and the multi-religious condition of its context.
One of the important richnesses of this projects is the varied and deep articulation for the
development of the different projects with many international organizations, Italian ones,
from other European countries, Guide and Scout groups from other countries.
The Italian Association has demanded a permanent reflection and analysis of the own
goals and motivations, and the everyday activity with its youngsters. This project has
considered the new educational challenges for the movement and has converted itself into
and educational trip for everybody: leaders and Italian youngsters, adults and youngsters
from the Balkan region.



Step 2: DIAGNOSIS AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE NECESSITY OF SERVICE

ACTIVITY 1: Diagnosis in

our community 53

Learning Objectives:
That the young ladies:
Use techniques of collection of information: data and surveys observation
Tabulate and systematize the obtained information
Analyze and articulate the obtained information
Communicate the results of their investigation
Evaluate in groups the results and the used strategies
Analyze social risk situations
Identify the main ways of discrimination in nowadays world
Service Objectives:
That the young ladies:
Start a participative process in the identification of the main problems perceived by the
community
Do a diagnosis of the social reality to assist.
Development
The youngsters will divide them in work groups according to their interest in different
themes: health, education, production and development, home, culture, communication,
security and others that can emerge.
Each group will look for information through different methods: interviewing people, making
surveys, visiting places related with each topic (schools, hospitals, work places, etc.).
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Steps to follow:
1.
Choose the people that you will interview
2.
Elaborate the instrument (the survey)
3.
Find out if any special authorizations are requested to go into those organizations.
4.
Do the interview
5.
Systematize and analyze the information
6.
Elaborate the report about the conclusions of the interviews
The following step will be to have a plenary meeting where each group takes its conclusion to
establish the most urgent or common problems and that the group can get a consensus of the
situation.
The guide will help to put in order the ideas and will explain the importance of establishing
priorities.
We here present a scheme of hierarchisation of problems:
Hierarchisation of problems by G.U.T. (Gravity, Urgency, Tendency)
POINTS

GRAVITY

Extremely grave
Very grave
Grave
A little
No gravity

10
8
6
3
1

URGENCY

Immediate
With a little urgency
As quick as possible
It can wait
There is no hurry

TENDENCY

It will be out of control
It will be difficult to control
It will be difficult
Could get complicated
Nothing will happen or could be
improved

To facilitate the work and so that all the group can participate actively, we could work on a
scheme as the one we presented (or similar). We can go back to the most common
Communitarian Problems Scheme of the Activity 3 of the Step 1 “Interests at stake”
AREAS

PROBLEMATIC ASPECTS

ACTION PRIORITIES
(ACCORDING TO G.U.T.)

HEALTH
EDUCATIÓN
PRODUCTION AND DEVLOPMENT
HOME
CULTURE
COMUNICATIÓN
SECURITY
OTHERS

As a closing for this activity a report will be made about the meeting and the conclusions.
1st card: Model of survey for diagnosis in the community 54
Name of the interviewed person: ..........................................................................
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1. Which ones do you consider the main problems of our community? (neighborhood,
city, town). A theme list can be suggested (health, education, etc.)
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
2. What do you observe respecting to...? (the mentioned problem).
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
3. Which solutions can be given to these problems?
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
4. Do you know any institution or organization that work in the community on this
problem? Which one?
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
5. What activities do they do? (if you know them)
..............................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................
ACTIVITY 2: Analisys of

a chosen problem 55

Objectives:
That the young ladies:
Understand the different intervening factors in different levels of analysis
Plan and order the investigations
Identify actors, organizations and social institutions
Collect, select and classify into hierarchy the information from different sources
Summarize, elaborate conclusions and communicate the obtained information
Use concepts and principles of the social science in the analysis of a concrete situation
Use correctly the language to express ideas and situations
Use confection techniques for posters to present the conclusions
Classify into hierarchies the prior needs and problems in the community
Determine possible solutions to be boarded from the service-learning project
Description
Once the problem has been selected, we can use this diagnosis technique that is useful to
recognizes not only the causes but also the consequences of the problem.
1. Description of the problem: what is it about?
Journalist investigation and group work
Look for evidences through interviews with witnesses, key informants, people affected by the
problem, communitarian leaders, surveys, reading of documents or journalist articles.


 What

do we know about the problem?
 Which is the situation of the local, provincial, regional context?
 How long has the problem existed? How long has it been seen?
55
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 Who

are the main affected people?
 Which effects does it produce in the community?
 How does it affect our group?
 With which any other problems does it have relation (it can be of any other order, for
example, economical, political. This way we will notice interconnections)?
 To which of these problems can we give an answer from our group?


Consult different actors:
 What else do we need to know?
 Where can we obtain information? (records, reports, health centers, libraries, schools,
etc.)
 Who can we consult? (specialists, officials, specialized organizations)



Look for causes.
 The problem is only a consequence. Why does this happen?
2nd card: Model of the interview for the diagnosis in the community
analysis of the chosen problem)

56

(For the

Date: .................................................................................................................
Interviewers: .......................................................................................................
Name of the interviewed person: ............................................................................
Activity of the person inside the community (shop owner, worker, student, retired,
member of a communitarian organization, professional, employee, investigator, others.):
………………… …………………………………………...............................
The person is told about the problem that is being investigated, she/he is explained the activity
that it is framed and he/she is asked the following questions:









What knowledge do you have about this problem? What is its importance?
What is exactly the problem about?
Which do you think are the causes of this? Which factors influence for this to be
possible?
Who has the responsibility of solving this problem? Is there any governmental
politic to assist it? Which one?
How does it affect the rest of the community?
Which has been the personal respect of this one?
Where can we get more information about this problem?
Which other problems do you consider urgent and/or important to assist?

It is advisable to previously talk about recording or not the interview and, if the interviewed
person doesn’t feel comfortable, make notes.
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ACTIVITY 3: What

can we do from our group in front of these problems? 57

WE OBSERVE…
WE INVESTIGATE…

Detected
Problems
The
community
wateris
contaminated


SOLUTION
ALTERNATIVES

WHO IS/ARE THE
RSEPONSIBLE PEOPLE
OF GIVING ANSWERS

AND HOW CAN WE GET INVOLVED FROM
THE YOUTH GROUP OR SCHOOL?

Make it ready to  Town Hall
 Give information to the
be drunk
(Public Work Office community through newspapers,
or Hydric
means of communication, leaflets.
 Look for other
Resources.)
water layers or
 Interview the Mayor and offer
water sources.
 Water Regulator him/her a foundamented idea.
Entuty
 Communitarian Conciousness.
 Get the participation of people
who understand the problem solution


Description
For this activity we will have in mind that the starting point of the youth group, and the
trajectory of the institution is a link with the community.
Following, we offer a Typology and levels of communitarian intervention 58 expressed in
services that can be dome through the service-learning project; each of them supposes a
greater level of complexity and efficiency in the communitarian impact:
Knowledge: of the communitarian reality, its people, its culture and its necessities.
Information and Spreading: of the investigated and collected things .
Communitarian Consciousness: evidence the communitarian needs and problems, as well

as

its solution possibilities.
Promotion of the citizen participation and the compromise of its responsibles :

convoke the involved

people in the concrete solutions.
Formation, Capacitation, cultural extension:

to improve the quality of life, the individual and
collective capacity to behave on the reality or solve the detected problem.
Donation or low price sellings of the Products elaborated by the group
Organizations of Groups or communitarian associations: favor the organization

of groups and of

the community around the common interests and problems:

Work-economy (micro-enterprises, constructions, technology)

Cultural and educative, school support centers, communitarian study groups,
recovery of traditions and popular celebrations.

Health and consume: clothing and food

Social assistance, nurseries, homes, transport

Meetings, creative interchanges. Social communications

Ecology and environment. Untenable development

Social improvement, acknowledge and attention of excluded groups or under
risk.
Projection- Action- Execution of concrete jobs.
Inter-relate, Establish bridges and nets: coordination

and interconnection of initiatives, with
other associations of the civil society, companies, schools, etc
Establishment of stable structures: associations, newspapers, infrastructure, constructions,
libraries, health service, school support, statutes and laws, etc.
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Step 3: DISIGN AND PLANNIFICATION OF THE PROJECT

Let’s remember here that designing a service-learning project implies:
Think carefully about the objectives of service as well as of learning.
Fundament the advantages of implementing this project.
Assign the responsibilities of all the participants
Determine the activities
Define the times when the project will be done- Chronogram
Analyze the viability of the project
It is important that the youngsters participate of the project design process to favor a better
motivation and compromise. It will also allow to develop a valuable learning about the
activities planning. 59
ACTIVITY 1: Order ideas for the

actions 60

This is the moment to order ideas and visualize clearly how to do those things that have been
proposed to the group as a challenge.
It is also programming the “group dream”, having in mind not only what we want but also
what we need, everybody’s responsibilities and the agreed times.
Objectives
To define an action plan to implement its service-learning project.
Analyze an describe the different possible activities
Elaborating a register and organization chart of activities and resources
Participate properly in conversations and situations of group work, leaving records of
the agreements and disagreements.
Value the cooperative work and the opinion interchange in the process of making
decisions.
Distributing responsibilities among the members of the group, and coordinators,
promoting everybody’s compromise with the project.
Methodology
Once the “challenge” and the problem to assist have been defined, we will have to get
organized to give an answer to the detected need.
We will have to answer an amount of questions that give account of the necessary way to
fulfill the Working Plan. (See Card 4: Matrix to order ideas in Annexes Instruments of
support)
When finishing, we are expected to have achieved:
A working time that includes the activities to do (See card 5 of Instruments of support
“Kinds of activities in a service-learning project”)
Distribution of jobs
Identify possible “partners” (organizations or people out of the group)
Participants in the plannification:
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Members of the group and its coordinators
Addresses of the service actions
Other organizations and people that can give any contribution to the plannification
1st card : matrix to order ideas for the action 61
We can plan the project starting from the present matrix. We give an example to facilitate its
comprehension.
 Fundaments

Is it necessary to do this
project?

 Objectives

What do we propose
ourselves?
What for are we doing this
project?
Who are these activities
orientated to?

 Addressees

 Organizations and/or

participant people

 Activities

 Responsible people

 Chronogram of

activities
 Results and

indicators

 Budget

61

In the neighborhood Las Lomitas, children
leave school because they don’t do well in
their exams.
Give a support service for the children from
Las Lomitas.

To children between 6 and 12 years old,
belonging to a children section with less
opportunities.
Who are going to participate School nº 8
in the project? Can we work Neighborhood Center
with other organizations?
The Youth Group
The Health Center
What do we have to do to
(as an example)
achieve our objectives?
 Select the place to give support classes
 Put notices promoting the service
 Register the interested children
 Establish interviews with the school
teachers
What is each one going to
Guides
do?
Ana and Teresa, will have the record of
registered children
Silvia and Alicia, promotion of the service
in the neighborhood and the school.
Social Assistant from the Health Center:
will offer the service to the ones who make
contact with her.
Ma. Laura (Leader): interviews with the
teachers
When are we going to do the See the other chart
panned actions?
Which results do we propose
ourselves to reach?
How are we going to
identify them?
What do we need to do the
planned activities?
How much money do we
need?

Amount of children who participate in
the classes
 Improvement of the school resultscompare grades before and after.
See the other chart
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 Chronogram of activities

Activity

Month
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

We can also difference the weeks of every month if it were necessary.
 Project Budget

Heading

Unit value

total value

Counterpart Contribution

Requested Contribution

The information about the counterpart contribution is usually a requirement when there are
financiers for the project.
Working Teams
Establish the working teams and write them in a noteboard, apart from forms, it is usually
very useful to organize the work. It also has the function of communication, so that all the
people involved in the project know who are the responsible persons of each thing and who
must they go to in each case.
COMISSIONS






PEOPLE

FUNCTIONS

ACTIVITIES

Institutional Management
Communication
Capacitation
Celebrations
Others

ACTIVITY 2:

Identification of contents to integrate the communiatrian service done by the
guide/s group/s 62
UN MENÚ DE CONTENIDOS PARA INTEGRAR
Along the analyzed practices of youth service (many of them developed under the name of
communitarian work or social youth volunteering) it has been proved that permanent
appearance of some of the themes that will become needs of capacitation or that could be
excellent opportunities for the development of more complete learning experiences.
In the reflection about the practice of youth service done by the youngsters belonging to the
organizations associated to the Foundation SES (not only since the programmes developed in
group way or because of the own initiative of the youngsters or any other local actors) the
learning axis linked to social-communitarian development have been identified and the
themes linked to the management of a project of communitarian service.
This tool tries to make possible the really flexible use; it is about urgencies or proposals and
not about a closed programme. In fact, each project will give place to the conclusion of
diverse contents linked with the specific theme that this one aims (education, environment,
62
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legislative and health themes, etc.) and they will have to be identified by the guides that will
coordinated the project.
It is about developing a pedagogical method that links simultaneously the educative contents
typical of the Guide Movement, the ones of personal and group development, and the
incorporation of tools for the management of projects.


PERSONAL AND GROUP DEVELOPMENT AXIS

Intra and interpersonal development
Group development/process
Values (Solidarity, justice, and others)


THEME AXIS linked

to the management of the project
Knowledge and analysis of the context.
Social Organization_ Communitarian Organization
Communication
Management and development of projects and resources
Administration of resources
Human Rights and Citizenship

2nd card: relation between objectives, contents and activities
OBJETIVES

CONTENTS

ACTIVITIES

EXPECTED RESULTS

Of Service
 .............................
 .............................
Of Learning
 .............................
 .............................
ACTIVITY 3:

Identificatión of the needed resources 63

Objectives
That the young people identify the needed materials and resources to do the project
That they determine the best way of obtaining them and the finance sources or supply
of these ones.
That they elaborate the budget
Description
This activity is done in the different work commissions to order the work and so that it results
more focalized according to the tasks assigned to each group.
Questions to guide the search of resources and sources
 Which resources of materials do we need?
 Where can we obtain them?
 Who can facilitate these resources? Why?
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From this pouring of ideas, complete the following chart:
What do we need?
(We present examples at random)

Communication:
cardboards…
Service:
Tools ,paint,
children games

paper,

How can we obtain them?

Who can we ask for help?

markers,

Transport and Food
Celebration: prizes, music and place

We put together what every group has worked, it is analyzed the factibility and the
responsible ones are assigned. The following step will be doing the budget.
The process transversal to reflection will also be part of this moment. Some activities are
suggested:
How can we become closer to different members of the community to ask them
resources?
What kind of resources can we obtain, apart from money?
Is it necessary to have a team to collect the founds/resources?
How would you present your project to a company to ask it for support? Think about a
presentation letter
Identify in the local newspaper companies or shops that could collaborate with your
project
Do a simulation or dramatization in the group of the presentation of the project to its
potential collaborator. (This will help to overcome the fears and polish the presentation,
adequateing it to each interlocutor)
Finish the plannification
 Write the project
 Define the activities chronogram
 Think and prepare the aspects of external communication of the project
 Identify and compromise the adults that will help in the process
ACTIVITY 4: The

elaboration of the budget 64

The budget will be done according to the concrete objectives and goals established by the
group or team of the project. This one will allow to:
Anticipate and prevent the concrete needs,
Know what you have and what is still needed to generate, and
Present and communicate clearly the needed resources and the spending that the project
will demand to request the external projects.
The Learning that will be at work:
Evaluation of costs and control of spending
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Group of resources by headings, detection of excesses of any sector, discrimination of
essential and secondary spending
Determination of fix spending and possible variable or unexpected matters
Comparison of prices and different suppliers
Clearness on the management of founds available to everybody
Description
Questions to the elaboration of the budget
 What do we need to buy for the programmed activities?
 Costs of necessary insumes
 In which step of the project will it be necessary to do the spending?
To have in mind
The donators or collaborators will analyze with special care that the young people had been
very prudent in the use and destiny of the budget founds, that the is used for the necessary
things for the development of the project. We will have to be especially careful when
monitoring that the money isn’t used for any other spending that can seem to be more urgent.
Good administration will influence on the following projects or in broadening of this one.
Once that the insumes that must be bought to do the project have been determined, we will
have to request a budget or “pro-forma” invoice to the commerce to be able to make the
posterior comparison of prices, where will appear:
 Description and quantity
 Trade mark of the insumes
 Unit and total price
Some criteria to have in mind at the moment of making a budget
Make the budgets in the most possible flexible way, thinking about the possibility of reassigning to another heading the money that hasn’t been used.
Consider apart from the spending, the possible incomes from different sources:
subventions, own sources, other sources, support “in kind”.
4th card: Form for the budget 65
This is a tentative example, that will have to be adapted according to the characteristics of
each project.
BUDGET HEADINGS

Supplier
and invoice
nº

Description
of the
insumes

Quantity

Unit
Price

Total
Price

Own
Contribution

Requested
help

Personal and
capacitation
services
Academic hours
Spendings of the
group in service
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Various
Subtotal
Goods
 For use
 For consume
Subtotal
Non- personal
services
 Transports
 Assurances
 Communications
 others
Subtotal
Total of the project

Some aclarations about the headings:
Personal and capacitation Services:

Academic hours, in case of needing a professional when there is no available volunteer
staff. It is not convenient that it exceeds the 20% of the total of the project.

Spending of the group in service, speciphic spending of the members of the group that
executes the project (i.e. transport) for punctual cases when it is impossible to cover them
by their own.

Many of capacitation, it refers to didactic materials, photocopies, markers, paper, etc.
Goods

For use: things that are not completely used in the development of the project and that
can be transferred to the group or organization once the project has been finished. For
example, vcrs., machines, cd players, recreation equipment, computers, furniture, etc. It is
convenient to ensure them at least for a year, something we also have to include in the
budget.

For consume: they are the ones that we use completely at the moment of using them. We
will have to include all the insumes that each activity will demand. Examples: cement for
the construction of a wall, videotapes, floppy disks, school things, printing, food, wood
for the construction of games.
Non-personal services

Transport: movement of people and goods

Assurances: of goods in use, and civil responsibility.

Communications: telephone, fax, mail, correspondence
ACTIVITY 5: The

alliances with other organisations, a way of managing resources 66

Introduction
An alliance is an association between people, groups or institutions that agree to work
together in a programme or activity, where they share risks and also benefits.
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The main objective is to put at the service of the agreed programme or project the knowledge,
capacities and resources of each organization. Because of that it is important to care this
relation , renew it periodically and check the starting agreement, given that the development
of the programme can give place to modifications.
Talking about group job you can join with communitarian organizations, church
organizations, or even people. Each one will be able to give different resources, human as
well as material and/or financial-economic ones.
Objective of the workshop
Analyze the benefits of making alliances with the others as an strategic way of potentiating
the possibilities and resources in front of the challenge of the stated project.
Development
It is about thinking about certain points that allow us to dimension the importance of
articulating alliances.
 Why can it be important to work with other institutions(NGOs, companies, state)?
 How can we identify the possible allies?
 What should we think before starting an alliance?
 What could each of us give to the different sections? (companies, governmental
organizations, other social organizations)
 What kind of work alliances could we build?
 Think about mutual benefits.
Dividable products
Become conscious about the importance of the theme for the concretion of projects
Tools of recognition of possible alliances in the frame of a project and strategies to make
them stronger.
Comprehension of the importance of creativity put at the service of the movement of
resources.
Participants
 The group and its guides
 Eventually, any referent of the organization or community where we try to give the
service, linked to the management and developing resources.
5th card: Workshop on alliances and management of resources 67
First moment
The opening of the workshop will be destined to present the topic that convokes us.
Second moment
 Work in subgroups: each group will work in the identification of possible relation of
agents external from the group that can benefit the project. We can take a project that is
useful as an example.
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Each subgroup will write in leaflets the names of the organizations identified and their
possible contribution.
 Common

exposition: according to the elaborated by each group, we will make a poster
with the selected organizations, building a map of possible relations. Then we will
identify the most important ones to reach the objectives of the project.

Third moment (it is about working in subgroups and the common exposition)
 The possible resources that each “ally” could give to the project will be analyzed.
 Identify the recommendations to have in mind according to the construction of these
relations, writing each one in different pieces of paper, that will be kept in the
“Alliances box”.
Finally, among all them, you choose the most important recommendations and you build the
“decalogue” to have in mind at the moment of starting the alliances.

ACTIVITY 6:

Agreements of the participation

In the case that the design project contemplates the work articulated with the people or
organization external from the group that will do it, you will have to formalize those
agreements through different instruments.
In the ones we show following, we offer some examples, that can be adequate according to
the circumstances and particularities of each project and of the/s that participate in the
agreements.
6th card: Intention letter 68
In the city of ________ (place and date of the agreement) on the ________ day of
________, ________ (year), after the conversations we have developed, the _____
__________________ (name of the Guide Group) and the ________________
(Name of the communitarian Organization) on the grounds of the Project
_____________ (name of the project) and with the objective of favoring:
____________________________________________________________________
(reasons and expectative that impulse the group labor), both organizations agree to
impulse in coordination the following actions: (you mark the actions where the
group cooperation will make concrete, its times, deadlines, places, modality, etc.)
Iº. _________________________________________________________________
IIº. _________________________________________________________________
IIIº. ________________________________________________________________
Looking forward that these activities collaborate with the communitarian
strengthening and working of both organizations and favor future cooperative
enterprises.
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Signature and clarification of the signature
Charges and positions of the parts
6th.b. card: agreement for the development of the project… between the
guides… group… and the organisation ... 69
Between the ___________________ (Name of the Guide Group), from now on
called “the Group", with legal address in _________________ (legal address of the
Group) in the city of __________________, representing in this act by its
____________ (charge) Mr/Mrs. ___________________ (Name of the Responsible
Guide) and the _________________________ (Name of the Communitarian
Organization), from now on called “the Communitarian Organization” with legal
address in _________________ (legal address of the Communitarian Organization),
in the city of _________________, represented in this act by its
________________ (charge), Mr/Mrs. ______________ (Name of the President or
Legal Representative), they agree to celebrate this Framework Conveny or
Collaboration in virtue of the following considerations: (the reasons that originated
the cooperation are presented)
That ______________________________________________________________
That ______________________________________________________________
FIRST : The terms, reaches a nature of the collaboration that is given, will be
defined in a speciphic way and in common agreement in instruments that will be
subscripted importunately, determining the purpose of the actions to be developed,
the responsibility of each part and the contribution of human resources, material
and finances, that will perform for the consecution of the defined objectives.
SECOND: That the “Communitarian Organization” compromises to give
____________ (jobs, services, infrastructure, assistance, etc. that had been agreed)
that are inserted in the Project ___________________ (Name of the Project),
under the request of “the Group”, as well as to give mutual support for those
plans and actions that are under the reference theme, council on themes of their
respective competences, training and capacitation, interchange of information,
and free and temporary use of equipment , and infrastructure that is required.
THIRD: The technical assistance that compromises “the Communitarian
Organization”, mentioned in the precedent clause, it will have its ambit in
________________ (places and times where the actions will be developed) being
responsible
of
the
development
of
the
actions:
Mr/Mrs.
_______________________ (Name of the Guide), coordinator of “the Group” and
Mr/Mrs __________________ (name of the Referent), Referent of “the
Communitarian Organization”

69
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FORTH: Under the

effects of programming, effecting, coordinating and supervising
the activities that derive from the application of these agreement, a Coordinating
Committee will be created which will regulate its functioning and attributions.
These body will be integrated by a titular and substituting member for each one of
the parts, who could be replaced with obligation of course immediate
communication.
The titular and substituting members for “the Group”
Mr/Mrs._____________________ and Mr/Mrs _______________________
respectively,
and
Mr/Mrs
_______________________
and
Mr/Mrs.
__________________________ for “the Communitarian Organization”.
FIFTH: The contribution that is given with the purpose of the consecution of the
followed objectives, must be detailed in the Integrated Annexes under the
agreements that are subscribed, writing Working Plans that determine the
objectives, procedures, execution steps, budget, participant staff, as well as the
specific responsibilities that correspond.
SIXTH: In all the circumstances or events that have any relation with the present
Agreement, the parties will keep the individuality and autonym of their respective
technical and administrative structures an will particularly assume, in
consequence the consequent responsibilities
SEVENTH: The personal or movable property and the reals states of the
“Communitarian Organisation” that affect the edvlopment of the projects, or the
ones that could be added in the future, will continue in the patrimony of the party
they belong to and whose founds were acquired, except if it is determined on the
contrary of common agreement occording to the signatories.
EIGTH: The elements that can be inventoried, given as a loan, must be rsetituted
once that the purpose they were asked for is fulfilled, in good state, without any
damage due to the normal use and the weather and time actino.
NINETH: The agreement will have a vigency of ____________ (duration of the
started cooperation) from the date of its signature.
TENTH: Without any damage of what was stablshes in the previous clause, the end
of the agreement could be solved, by unilateral decisión, without the expresión of
cause, through previous notice in written to the other party with an anticipation of
three (3) months. The rescission will not give any right to any nature claims,
compromising the signatories to finish the jobs under excecution.
ELEVENTH: The signatory parties compromise themselves to solve directly and I a
friendly way between them, by the corresponding hierarcy instances, the
disagreements and differences that could be originated in the planning and
excecution of the group jobs.
According to conformity with the precedent clauses, the following agreement is
formalized with two (2) reproduction of same tenor and for only one effect, in the
city of __________________________ (place and date of subscription), on the
_________ day of __________________ (month), ___________ (year)
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Second step: EXCECUTION OF THE PROJECT


Step 4: EXCECUTION OF THE PROJECT

ACTIVITY 1: The

roles in the groups centred in one task 70

Introduction
In each group each ones has afective roles and also the ones that affect the task we proposes
us to do. It is important to learn how to recognize if the way that each one acts favours or
slows the development of the job. Because of that we propose this activity, so that each one
can make a personal reflection respecting to this, under any circumstances, modify some
attitudes.
It is important to know that what the group produces in a cooperative way, is always much
more than the sums of what each member could produce individually.
a. Answer individually the following questions choosing one of the possible answers in each
case:
Before starting, it is important that the coordinator proposes to do “a friendship
agreement” to take care of a group climate in respect and mutual help.
NEVER


I give new ideas to start a theme or a problem



I organize the work

OFTEN

USUALLY

ALWAYS

I slow the work making jokes or out of place
comments
 When something isn’t solved quickly a
bandon everything




I want to impose my ideas



When I speak, I speak too much

If I don’t agree with the way the group does
the job, I get angry and abandon it.




I stimulate the group to work quicker

When we are stuck I remember the work
instructions or objectives
 I laugh when I don’t agree with the suggestion
made by a mate.
 I take notes of the conclusions that each
groups jumps to
 When something doesn’t interests me I show
my annoyance
 I try that everyone can particiapte and give
his/her ipinion


70

Taken and adapted from PaSo Joven, Integral Manual...., Tool Section
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I am in charge of all the materials that we
need to work
 I prefer leaving aside my ideas to avoid
conflict
 When I can’t convince somebody with my
rational arguments I try to do it through emotions
 If I am asked for collaboration, I help even
though it is not my speciphic task


b. Once that this activity has been done, think about which attitudes fascillitate or make
more difficult the group task and about what can be done to reinforce the positive aspects
and modify the negative ones.

ACTIVITY 2: Guíde

of self-perception of the own performance in the group 71

This is a new activity that has as objective that the participants of the group can learn in selfperception about their own behaviors in the group participation.
The coordinator will distribute the guide that is presented in the Card 10, and each one
must be used later to do one or more activities. Later, in a group, the participants and the
coordinator will analyze the records of each one and will make their conclusions respecting to
this.
Expected Achievements
Development of the capacity of self-observation
Modification of typical behaviors of the group

ALWAYS

USUALLY

SOME
TIMES

OFTEN

NEVER

2nd card: Guide of self-perception of the own performance in the group

I have the capacity to listen carefully and I
understand what is said
 I have the capacity to express my ideas in a clear way




I have the capacity to clearly say what I feel



I have the capacity to say what I think

I have a good relation with the other members of the
group




I can understand other people’s feelings

I can understand my behaviors and attitudes in the
group (why I do what I do)


71

Taken and adapted from PaSo Joven, Integral Manual....,Tools section.
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I am tolerant in front of conflicts



I have the capacity to influence in other members of
the group
 I have disposition to build from the ideas of other
members of the group
 I am opened minded and I have flexibility and
disposition to influence the others
 I have the capacity to accept opinions opposed to
mines


ACTIVITY 3:

Self-perception about what we have learnt in a service-learning experience 72

Objectives:
To know and dimension the changes that happened in each person of the group in the
knowledge, information, attitudes and feelings after having gone trough the servicelearning experience
Methodology:
Before doing the experience or any activity (or sequence of activities) the coordinator asks
each member of the group to complete the self-perception guide in the column that reads
“BEFORE”, in the aspects that she/he considers important to be evaluated. After having done
the activity/activities the participants are asked to complete the rest.
About the concrete experience of service


What do you think?



What do you know?



What do you feel?



BEFORE

DURING

AFTER

Step 5: SPREADING AND COMMUNICATION OF THE EXPERIENCE

We have said that the communicational aspect of the project is extremely important because
of many reasons:
INNER COMMUNICATION:

among the different working teams, it will give coherence to the
project, it will favor the learning of the work in teams, and it will ensure that we are all
developing the task for the fulfillment of the objectives stated at the beginning of the
project.

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION:

keep a good communication with the community will favor the
success of the project and will help us to get the support we need.

72

IDEM note18

70

Because of that it is important to consider the communication matter as a task that requires to
be thought and planned.
Will it be necessary to form a working team that has specifically the responsibility to plan and
do the communication project?
ACTIVITY 1: Comission

of communication of the project 73

Objectives
That the young ladies:
Identify the main social and actor groups of the community
Difference the different “audiences” that are important to make them know your project
Identify the different means of possible communication and instruments to be used.
Value the communication as a means of information and publicity.
Assume a critic attitude, responsible and constructive in relation with the
communication of the service-learning project.
Development
1.
Convoke all the people interested in the group to participate in the communication team
to a meeting.
2.

We will have to have in mind that this working team must work and plan not only in the
communication inside the organization but also the communication with the community.

3.

This commission must analyze and then propose the possible means and instruments to
communicate the project

Some examples of means and instruments:

Periodical reports

Posters or mural newspaper with pictures

Leaflets and notices

Personal or collective invitations to know the project

Noticeborads in visible places so that everyone has access

Multimedia or video presentations

Drama/ theatre play/ puppets in public places

Art expositions (pictures, photographs, etc.)

Publicity in local means, notes or press journals

Newspaper or magazine of the project to distribute in the community
Expected results of the meeting
Define the working team and the distribution of roles and responsibilities
Agree which instruments or means will be used having in mind the available resources
1st card: Mural newpaper 74
A mural newspaper is designed, where we inform weekly about the performed actions and all
the aspects are shown (learning and service). The communication commission collects the
information and produces the texts.
73
74

Taken and adapted from PaSo Joven, Integral Manual...., Tools section
Taken from PaSo Joven, Integral Manual...., Tools section
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To have in mind:



Select the strategic place which is easy to reach and at everybody’s sight
Have in mind the esthetic aspects, artistic and light, so that it results attractive, it
catches attention and invites to read

LEARNING

SERVICE

.....................
.....................
.....................
.....................

.....................
.....................
.....................
.....................

1st.b card: Thematic notice board
The thematic notice board can help to make all the group conscious about the problem that
the service-learning project tries to give an answer, above all the beginning of this.
According to the project step we find ourselves, the notice boards will change their objective.

NAME OF THE PROJECT
PICTURE OR
ILLUSTRATION

PLACE AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE COMMUNITY
WHICH RECIVES THE
PROJECT

PHRASE OR PARAGRPH THAT EXPRESSES THE
MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT

A SOLUTION
PROPOSAL

THE WISHES OF THE
GROUP

AN EXAMPLE OF
IMPLEMENTED
SOLUTION

(ITS MOTIVATION TO
IMPLEMENT THE
PROJECT)

ACTION GROUPS AND THEIR RESPONSIBLES

To have in mind:

The Notice borad must be something dynamic, not a “a paper store”, because of that it must
be modified, as it is necessary to communicate different aspects of the project.
ACTIVITY 2: The
75

press journal 75

Taken and adapted from PaSo Joven, Integral Manual.... , Tools section, 2004
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The journal or press report is a short written piece that is sent to the means of communication
to make something known. Generally, it informs about an event which is considered “news”,
that are about to happen or have already happened. It must be written in a clear way, brief
and simple.
Objectives:
That the young ladies identify the channels of formation of pinion and analyze the
media organizations linked to the local reality.
Understand the strategies typical of a press journal
Participate in concrete actions of spreading and communication of the service-learning
project to all the community
Behave as responsible citizens, making efficient use of the mechanisms of participation
available in the communitarian life
Communicate the project to all the community
Activities

Study the local means of communication

Identify similar new that the group want to give to the means to discover the ways it
can be performed.

Elaborate a rough copy of a journal or an article to hand in to the means where you
have decided to take them, having in mind:
WHAT?
WHEN?
WHERE?
WHO?



What it is about, brief and precise comment about what is going to happen
Day, date, and time
Place. Name, address, telephone number, contact person
Protagonists of the event (if there are special guests, mention them)

Elaborate the final version, remembering that it must be written with short and clear
sentences. It wouldn’t have more than 4 or 5 paragraphs.
Send it to the previously chosen means.

ACTIVITY 3:

The news programme 76

The following activity consists on a television news programme, to reach the following
objectives:
Learning
Improve its way of expressing, not only in oral way but also written
Develop its argumentative capacity to formulate and fundament your opinions
Open your lexicon in relation with a speciphic theme
Identify the elements of the communication
Analyses critically the messages of communication
Service
That they identify the actions that correspond to each step of the project
76

Activity adapted from the National Programme School and Community. Ministerio de Educación. Argentina.
Module 4: Tools for teh development of solidary educative projects. Quoted in Paso Joven, Integral Manual....,
Tools section
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That they evaluate the actions realized from a communicational perspective
That they identify the main problems that impact the community and the prevention
actions that are required
Development
1.
Groups with not more than six people will be formed, each group will elaborate a
journalist article about any aspect of the project, to inform about the realized activities,
highlighting the most significant events, the strengths and weakness with its solution
alternatives.
Examples:
Group A: Acquired learnings
Group B: Done actions of service
Group C: Impact on the guide/guide group
Group D: Impact on the community
Group E: Agreements of participation with other organization or actors of the community
Group F: Communication actions
Every journalist article is shown, linking it with each step of the project

2.

Third step: FINAL SYSTEMATIZATION AND EVALUATION


Step 6: SYSTEMATISATION

This is a space for the collective construction of the happened learnings, in the individual as
well as group level of the organization.
It is one of the transversal processes that we mention in the section Itinerary for the
development of projects, and “allows to think about the practice, conceptualize and make the
theory about the own experience, and socialize this contributions to the knowledge of the
boarding strategies in the youngsters’ work”. 77
ACTIVITY 1: The

projet file 78

This is the first step of the systematization of the experience. It can be thought as a “waybill”
of the project, where we will put down from the beginning the different reflections of each
step of the project and where we could include the partial systematizations. We could do it in
a flexible way, so that we can enrich it along the way, adding sheets as we advance.
It will also be a very valuable document at the moment of starting new projects. We can go
over what we have experienced, thought and learnt before, with our successes and also with
our mistakes. It will be the “memory” of the group in connection with the service-learning
experience.
Another benefit can be derived from this file, because later we will be able to obtain from
there any information we need to spread the project, obtain financial support, sum up new
actors, showing the impact data not only in the participants but also in the addressees and the
community in general.

77

PaSo Joven, Integral Manual...., page125 Tools section.
Adapted from the National Programme School and Community. Ministerio de Educación. Argentina. Module 4:
Tools for....., presented in PaSo Joven, Integral Manual....Tool section, p. 127
78
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The file will also help as an instrument for the communication of the project.
INFORMATION TO INCLUDE IN THE FILE
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

Presentation page, with the most important information of the project
Information about the organization, name of the Group that worked on it, locality,
department, province, country, telephone number, e-mail.
Experience Information:
a. Title of the experience
b. Starting month and year
c. Month and year the end is planned
The Communitarian Problem we try to give an answer
Project fundaments: because this problem was priorised on the others, benefits of the
implementation of the service-learning methodology.
Objectives, in the service as well as in the learning
Diagnosis, who participated and in which way, how the diagnosis was done
Addressees. Protagonists. Co-participants (in the case of articulating with other
organizations or organisms)
Thematic axis developed in the project
Responsibles and activities that they do, working teams and its members, other actors
of the community and its way of participating.
Working Plan
Evaluation
Moments where the activities will be developed (only meeting days with the Guide
Group or other planned days?)
Viability analysis. Foreseen financing, resources sources. Budget.
Chronogram of activities

ACTIVITY 2: Re-building

the history of the service-learning 79

We have mentioned in the section “Itinerary of service-learning project” that the
systematization of learnings is a transversal process that crosses all the project. What we
represent here is a model for the final systematization, but its methodology ca be used in the
partial systematizations, that we will have included in the starting plannification.
Aspects to have in mind:


Delimit clearly the object to be systematized: What experience, done in which period
and place, which main aspects we want to systematize. It is not necessary to
systematize neither all the experience nor all the aspects.



Identify significant practices, not only the “best ones”. The experiences that didn’t
go well because of any reason, surely because they will leave many learnings, analyze
and recognize mistakes, lack of prevision, tensions and other factors.



Who does the systematization?

79

Taken and adapted from Fundación SES: Aprendiendo de nuestras prácticas. Documento para la
sistematización de los proyectos de servicio juvenil integral.”Learning from our practices. Document for the
systematisation of the projects of integral youth service.” Buenos Aires, 2004. Presented in PaSo Joven, Integral
Manual...., Tool sections, page. 132. Buenos Aires, 2004
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It is suggested the participation of all the actors: the agents of the project and the
addressee of this as critic interpreters of the process in which you have participated. It
is important to guarantee those who lived the process that have an important roll in its
systematization. Leaving it in some “expert’s" hand, which systematizes in the other’s
name, is priving the group of this invaluable instance of learning.
There will be instances in which the organizations and systematized (the responsibles
coordinators, guides), others in which the project protagonists do it, and others that
they work together.


How do we systematize an experience?
The systematization has 5 main moments:
a.

The starting point, that means starting from one’s own practice. It is not
necessary that the experience had finished (let’s remember that proposed partial
systematizations). Because of that it is essential to define who are going to be
responsible of the systematization (even though all the actors participate) and the
kind of registers (written, oral, others)

b.

The starting questions:
i. The objective: why do we want to systematize?
ii. The object: what experience do we want to systematize?
iii. The axis of systematization: what central aspects of the experience are we
interested in systematizing?

c.

The recovery of the lived process is the knot of the systematization.
i.
Historical reconstruction (events, actions, activities)
ii.
Chronological order of the information and link with the contact.
iii.
Classification of the information according to significant axis based on the
proposed objectives.
iv.
Reconstruction of the events.

d.

Why happened this? This is the central question, it is a critic interpretation of
the events and it overcomes the mere description. It is the analysis-synthesis
process of the experience that allows to visualize contradictions and tensions and
reach a conceptualization of the practice. Some questions:
i.
Why happened this?
ii.
Did the starting objectives change?
iii.
Did the detected needs change?
iv.
Factors that influenced over the development of the experience

e.

The finish line: they are the conclusions and learnings that are possible to get out
from the reflection and analysis we have done. Its formulation must give an
answer to the stated objectives at the beginning of the project.
Here we will also contemplate how we are going to communicate the experience
to other people.

Card 2.a: Guide for the systematisation of projects 80
80

Taken and adapted from Fundación SES: Aprendiendo de nuestras prácticas. Documento para la
sistematización de los proyectos de servicio juvenil integral. .”Learning from our practices. Document for the
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Some aspects that should be boarded in the systematization process of an experience.
Presentation of the experience

In relation with the organization (frame the institutional)
 Full name of the Guide Group, belonging to the Association... (country)
 Geographical ambit, zone of influence,
 Age of the group
 Institutional mission, vision, objectives, main goals
 General actions of the institutions and have the different groups in relation with the
methodology of the communitarian service.
In relation with the experience
 The Project arise: reasons that originated them, how the problem was stated, who
stated it, how it was started, how the information was compiled, involved actors and
any other topic that results significant about the starting of the project.
 The starting of the experience: antecedents the project that is going to be
systematized, previous communitarian service projects that can have given place to
the present project.
 Theoretical-conceptual background that the experiences identify itself with:
concepts that lay in the practice- in this case the service-learning methodology. If
there were other theoretical backgrounds, specify here.
 Definitions of the problem that we pretend to aboard: exhaustive description of the
problem, hypothesis about possible causes, analysis of these ones, relation between
the problem and the boarding proposal.
 Objectives of the project: of service as well as learning. Can be expressed as general
and speciphic; of short, medium, long terms, general and operational.
 Work strategies: present the boarding strategies. Justify and argument about its
election and its main characteristics.
 Plannification and design of the project: how, who and when elaborated the
working programme, foreseen terms for the actions, actors in the different steps of
the project, how young people intervene and participate. Give an account of the
flexibility of the starting plannification
 Confirmation of the working team: working teams and its functioning and
dynamism; roles and responsibilities; coordination, tasks and company modality.
Define the space for reflection and capacitation.
 Working areas, if there were any
 Actions: activities and their relevance and pertinence in respect with the problem to
undertake
 Work methodology: methodological strategies and their fundaments.
Here the
Itinerary can be describe, how the different workshops or any other dispositives that
are used for the group work, tools and instruments.
 The contents: precise what kind of contents were worked in function of each thematic
axis, their integration levels, which themes were privileged, how the selection of this
ones was made, with which criteria and who made it.
 Used pedagogical models: “teaching”, “learning” and “knowledge” conceptions.
 The institutional conviviality: agreements and consensus (use of time, space and
material), the approach to the conflict, relation among peers, young people and
adults in relation with the community.

systematisation of the projects of integral youth service.” Buenos Aires, 2004. Quoted in PaSo Joven, Integral
Manual.... Tools section, page. 134. 2004
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Participation: different levels, mechanisms, strategies for the participation in all the
actors of the project (inner as well as external to the Group); which participation
criteria is used?
 Finance and sustainability of the project: financial sources and other supports to the
community.
 Reflection about practice and systematization: define kind of instruments, who
does it, in which foreseen institutional spaces. Which importance is given to these
spaces
 Communication Strategies. Convocation and diffusion: make everything related
with the communicational management of the project the most explicit you can.
 Relation with other actors: if there were articulation with other actors or groups,
describe what kind they are, who with, what actions, if you participate in nets or
organizations. Also describe the obstacles or difficulties in the articulation with
other actors.
 Integration of the Communitarian Organization you are working with to the
spaces for speculation, discussion and making decisions about the problem you
are working on. Local and/or regional impact of the experience, action levels in
local, town official organizations, or others; if the experience has any coincidence in
public politics related with the axis theme of the project.
 Monitoring and evaluation of the actions: relevance, modality, and kinds of
evaluation, who make them, in which moments, which instruments they use. What
is evaluated, the indicators that are used. How the success of the proposal is
evaluated.
 Expected results: expected goals and results, variables, dimensions and indicators for
the evaluation of results.
 Main obtained achievements: show them and justify them
 Challenges and perspectives: what challenges appear after the project has been
finished and what possibilities exist of making them possible in a short, medium,
long term. Here can arise the need to look for new articulations that facilitate or
allow to approach the new stated challenges.
 Learnings: give an account of the learnings arisen from the practice (successes,
mistakes, failures, new staments). Make a synthesis according to each of the
thematic axis defined in the design steps of the project, and of the ones that can have
emerged concretely in the development of the experience.




Step 7: EVALUATION

The evaluation of a project is the value analysis that all the participants do in function of the
stated objectives and their relation with the reached achievements.
It is supposed to establish spaces of individual as well as group reflection, implement the
proper dynamics and design the correct instruments for each kind of evaluation that we want
to make.
The Service-Learning methodology gives a lot of importance to the self-evaluation of the
actors of the project, given that it is directly connected with the personal development of the
protagonists and the knowledge of themselves.
What aspects should we evaluate?

The role played by all the actors, (protagonists and co-protagonists)

The development of all the steps of the project
78

The acquisition of all the learnings that were previously stated and the ones that
emerged in practice.

The quality of the given service and it impact on the community
81
ACTIVITY 1: Self-evaluation


Self-evaluation has as its main objective that each participant of the project thinks and
become aware in a critic way about the strengths and weaknesses of their performance along
the process, the personal attitudes before, during and after the project.
In the support Tools section we present some resources for self-evaluation for young people,
for the coordination of the project and for the institutional responsible ones. This ones can be
adapted according to the particularities of each group- they are thought to be performed
individually, and it depends on the criteria of the institutional responsibles doing it in group.
Card 1.a: Self-evaluatión for young people 82
Circle number you consider that represents your opinion best, according to the following
criteria:
1: absolutely yes
4: absolutely no
NAME
GUIDE GROUP
RESPONSIBLE OF THE GROUP/GUIDE

DATE

PERSONAL OPINION

COORDINATOR’S OPINION



I feel responsible of my work

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4



I can dedicate the time I want

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4



I had excellent attendance

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

I was punctual in the planned service
activities




I participate with enthusiasm and good will

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4



I was very motivated to perform the actions

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4



The relation among mates was very good

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

I try to be in the other’s place to understand
him/her better




We strengthen the links with the community

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4



I self-evaluated me fairly

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

I gave all my effort to fulfill the service
actions




81
82

I am satisfied with the performed actions

Taken and adapted from PaSo Joven, Integral Manual....
Taken from De Paso Joven, Integral Manual....
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I do all the effort I can for the learning
activities to give a better service

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

I am satisfied with the acquired learnings

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

I am able to apply what I have studied to new
situations
 I understand the relation that exist between
service and learning
 I feel hopeless about reaching the objectives
we have stated
 I had attitudes of integration to the other
members of the group

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4






Confront your personal opinions with the Guide’s ones. Is there coincidence? In which
aspects don’t you agree? What do you think the reason is?
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................

Card 1.b: Self-evaluation for the guides
NAME
PROJECT
GROUP IN CHARGE

DATE

ALWAYS

OFTEN

SOME
TIMES

USUALLY

Do I prepare in time and shape the activities for the young
ladies to advance in the project?




Do I continuously evaluate the activities?



Do I have special moments for reflection?

Do I plan service integration activities with the linked
thematic axis?
 Do I clearly show criteria and fundaments that favor the
service?
 Do I practice a participative leadership, giving place to
the protagonism of the young ladies?


Card 1.c: Self-evaluation for the institutional responsibles of the project 83
Complete the grid according to the following criteria:
10-9: I totally agree
4-3: I disagree

8-7: I agree

6-5: I am not sure
2-1: I totally disagree

83

Adapted from the National Programe School and Community. Ministerio de Educación. Argentina. Module 4:
Tools fo devlopment ...., Op. Cit.
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NAME
PROJECT
GUIDE GROUP IN CHARGE

DATE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

We have known how to orientate the design of
the project
 We have established fructiferous links with
the community
 We have facilitated the materials and the
bibliography pertinent and responsible
 We have advised yourself and the citizens in
the topic of civil responsibility
 We visited the places where the young people
went




We kept parents informed

We made the necessary management in time
to facilitated the material, human and
organization resources.


ACTIVITY 2:

Project evaluation journal 84

The objectives of the project final evaluation are:
To evaluate each one of the steps of the service-learning project
Identify the strengths and weaknesses of the project
Debate the diverse possibilities to perfection the quality of this one
Share appreciation about the reached learning achievements
Systematize and organize the collected information in the grids
Suggested Development

Convoke a meeting with all the involved people (the guide group and its guides) in the
project.

Distribute to everybody the work card n° 18 (Evaluation indicators)

The coordinator guides of the project are asked a brief report that will arise from the
questionnaire of the card n°19 (Questionnaire of evaluation for
animators/coordinators)

Heterogeneous groups are organized to check and analyze the steps of the project
according to the card n° 18 and we try a way of tabulating and systematizing
everybody’s answers. It is convenient to previously make a grid to use at this
moment.

Common exposition of all the groups

General conclusions. Summarize what aspects should be reinforce, modified or
deepened.

84

Adapted from the National Programe School and Community. Ministerio de Educación. Argentina. Module 4:
Tools fo devlopment ...., Op. Cit.
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Card 2.a: Indicators of the service-learning project evaluation 85
Use in groups stated for the evaluation day
1. MOTIVATIÓN
YES


Were the interests of the guide group respected?



Was the enthusiasm kept during the complete process?

NO

SOME TIMES

Did the coordinator guide help to keep the group spirit
and the utopia of the project?


2. DIAGNOSIS


How do we evaluate in general?
10-9 Excellent
8-7 Very Good 6-5 Good 4-3 Regular 2-1 Bad



Was the project enriching for the execution of the project?



Were the used instruments adequate in this diagnosis step?
10-9 Excelente 8-7 Muy bien 6-5 Bien 4-3 Regular 2-1 Malo



How did the different participants in the diagnosis show the compromise level?
EXCELLENT








VERY
GOOD

YES

GOOD

NO

REGULAR

BAD

Guides
Leaders
Parents (if they participated)
Neighbors and other collaborators
N.G.Os
Official Organisms

3. DESIGN OF THE PROJECT


How was the compromise and participation level evidenced by the different
participants in the design of the project?
EXCELLENT






VERY
GOOD

GOOD

REGULAR

BAD

Guides
Leaders
Parents (if they participated)
Neighbors and other collaborators
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Adapted from Pragramme Shool and Community. Ministerio de Educación. Argentina. Module 4: Tools..... Op.
Cit
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N.G.Os
Official Organisms


Was the design effective for the following development?
10-9 Excellent
8-7 Very Good 6-5 Good 4-3 Regular 2-1 Bad

4. EXCECUTION


Did we reach the objectives proposed for the different learning axis?
YES

A LITTLE

NO



How was the proposed learning process developed?
10-9 Excellent
8-7 Very Good 6-5 Good 4-3 Regular 2-1 Bad



Did we reach the proposed service objectives?
YES





A LITTLE

NO

How was the development of the communitarian service?
10-9 Excellent
8-7 Very Good 6-5 Good 4-3 Regular 2-1 Bad
Which was the compromise level of all the participants in the development of the
project?
EXCELLENT








VERY
GOOD

GOOD

REGULAR

BAD

Guides
Leaders
Parents (if they participated)
Neighbors and other collaborators
N.G.Os
Official Organisms

5. REFLECTION PROCESS


Did you do various reflection activities?
YES



A LITTLE

NO

Before, during and after the actions of the project, were you helped in the reflection
activities?
YES

A LITTLE

NO

6. DIFUSION AND COMMUNICATION


Did the communication commission work effectively?
YES



A LITTLE

NO

The project activities were spread
Only in the group/ Movement
In and out of the group/ Movement
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Do you think that the communication activities were a contribution to the good
development of the project?
A LOT

A LITTLE

NOT AT ALL

7. SYSTEMATIZATION PROCESS





Were various means and proper to the technological development of the group and
background?
Which one was the one that worked better?
Were there means that you didn’t take advantage of?
Could you systematize the experience in a Project File and Photo Album?

8. EVALUATION PROCESS


Was the evaluation planned in the project developed?
YES



A LITTLE

NO

Were the used instruments appropriate?
YES

A LITTLE

NO

9. CELEBRATION, PARTY AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT



Were the activities properly planned for this moment?
What could you improve for the next time?
GLOBAL APPRECIATION OF THE PROJECT



Impact level in function of the context:
In the participant Group/Group
In the community/ addresses
HIGH



MEDIUM

LOW

Interaction level with the organizations of the community
HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW



The most significant difficulties
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................



Most significant achievements and successes
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................



Which were the weaknesses of the project?
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
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Card 2.b: Evaluation for leaders/coordinators of the project
We propose a series of questions that will help you to think and elaborate a brief report on the
planned- and not planned- learnings that your group could reach.
















Were the thematic and development axis of the young ladies selected for the project used
effectively in the developed service actions?
In which way did the young ladies modify their previous ideas after the direct contact with
the axis problem of the project?
In which way did the activities enrich its conceptual comprehension of the developed
themes?
What new learnings/information/knowledge did you incorporate?
Which procedures did you need to use in the development of the service actions?
Did you increase your competence in the use of the procedures?
Did you acquire new competences? Which ones?
Was there any modification in the attitudes? Which ones?
Did the young ladies modify their vision of the community and the problems that affect
them?
Were transversal contents worked? Which ones?
Which contents can be included in the next project?

ACTIVITY 3:

Participative evaluation of the project between the addressees and the guide
group 86

This activity will be performed in a meeting especially organized for this, or it could be the
last activity that the group performs, before the final celebrations.
It is important that the participants of the experience can also make their individual
evaluation, because of many reasons:
Evaluation is a place where everybody can comment freely his or her experienced
feelings and opinions.
In the evaluation, the addressees of the project can recognize the thing they learnt along
the done work.
It is a farewell moment and closing of the experience
It is a way of improving future proposals
It is a moment to ask about new interests and possible proposals.
Questionnaire for the participant’s receivers of the project
 What did I feel?
 What did I learn?
 Why was what we did useful?
 What else can we do together?
86

Taken from MINZI, Viviana, “Vamos que venimos. Guía para la organización de grupo juveniles de trabajo
comunitario” “Let’s go that we are coming. Guide for the organisation of youth groups for communitary work.” Op.
Cit., quoted in PaSo Joven, Integral Manual...., Tools section.
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The guide group also has to do its own balance. Surely you had already made partial
evaluations in different steps of the project. The same questions can be taken, but in this
instance we will look at the experience in a global way.
Some aspects of the analysis to add in this step:

Diffusion of the project
Achievement of the compromise and support of the community
Efficiency in the:
 Achievement of goals and objectives
 Rational use of resources
 Fulfillment of the project terms
 Distribution of the tasks and responsibilities because of activity
 Impact of the project on the neighborhood
Card 3.a: Evaluation of the communitarian particiaption in the project
The objective is to evaluate the kind of participation of different actors of the community in
the different steps of the project.
STEPS
PARENTS



Diagnosis



Design

PEOPLE WHO PARTICIAPTED
(Put a cross in the correct one)
MEMBERS OF
N.G.O.S
GOVERNMENTAL
MEMBERS
ORGANISMS

ACTIVITIES THEY
PERFORMED
OTHER
NEIGHBORS

Execution
(Activities)




Learning



Service



Communication



Finances

Agreements
with NGOs and
G.O.s




Celebration



Reflection



Evaluation



Diffusion

The relation of the Guide Group with the community:
Was it modified from the project? What indicators does it have?
86

.......................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................
What attitudes did the project generate in the community?
 In relation with the Guide Group
..................................................................................................................................
 In relation with its communitarian compromise
..................................................................................................................................
ACTIVITY 4: Evaluation

of the project impact 87

Objectives:
That the young agents as well as the destinaries of the project:
Evaluate the impact of the service given to the community
Verify the quality of the given service
Analyze possible corrections
Development
1.

Evaluation of the impact of the project by the destinaries
 Work on the card n° 20 and make the necessary modifications
 Define who and how the card will be distributed
 Collect the card
 Systematizes and tabulate the results
 Organize the information in a visible way and comprehensible to everybody
(Diagrams- graphics)

2.

Evaluation of the impact of the project by the young actors
 Use the cards 21 and 22 and make the necessary modifications
 Define who and how will be the card distributed
 Collect the card
 Systematizes and tabulate the results
 Organize the information in a visible way and comprehensible to everybody
(Diagrams- graphics)

3.

Elaborate a report with the conclusions Communicate this information and add it in the
Project File

4.

Use the conclusion to debate all the possibilities of improving the weakest aspects and reestate the necessary things for the following projects.
Card 4.a: Evaluation of the impact of the project by the destinaries of this 88
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Taken from PaSo Joven, Integral Manual.... op. Cit.
Shumer R, Shumer´s Sel Assessment for Service Learning, Center for Experiential and Service Learning.
University of Minnesota, St. Paul, 2000. Quoted in PaSo Joven, Integral Manual … Op. Cit
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Circle the number that best expressed the agreement of each of this following affirmations,
being 1 I totally disagree and 10 I totally agree.


I see that the group has opened its doors to community
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................


I know the objectives of the project
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................


I consider that the problem that we try to assist is an important necessity
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................


The project has contributed to solve the problem
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................


We see changes in the community
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................


Am I happy with these changes?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................
 I want to participate actively in the project
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................


I have been convoked to evaluate periodically the project
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................
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Card 4.b: Evaluation of the impact of the project by the agents of this one
(guides/leaders/institutional responsibles)
Complete the grid, then tabulate and systematize this information. This information is
valuable for the diffusion of the project.


The selected problem answers a real necessity of the community.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................


Some collaboration and participation agreements have been established by
governmental and non-governmental organizations.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................


The proposed service objectives have been fulfilled.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................


Changes in the community are seen
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................


These changes are satisfactory
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................


The addressees have been interested and involved in the project
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1

0

Coments .............................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................


Step 8: CELEBRATION, PARTY AND AKNOWLEDGEMNTS

Introduction 89
What does celebrating mean?

89

Text adapted from Manual for National Cpacitation of the “Argentina Guide Association” , Santa Fe, 2000. page
89 and 90, quoted in PaSo Joven, Integral Manual....

89

Celebrate
 Is meeting to remember, to enjoy “something”.
 Is meeting to share our life and give it a new dimension.
 Is living again an experience, an event.
 Is actualizing an experience and share it.
There is distance, a silence moment and listening that allows us:
 To think about life under the faith light, ideals, values and utopias that move the
group, association, school or community.
 To recognize the inner changes at personal and group level.
 To strengthen self-esteem of the young people personally and in-group.
 To discover an inner call, a vocation to the service of the others.
 It is the moment to assume compromises with oneself, with the group, with
society.
Party:
 Party isn’t an imposed reality because its necessary to the formation programme or
a school ritual, something artificially incorporated.
 Party a consequence of something else. Something important has happened in a
determined moment.
 It is doing an act of fair acknowledgement of service given to the community.
ACTIVITY 1: The

solidarity party 90

The party is the moment that we celebrate the finalization of some of these steps of the
project, an achieved success or when it comes to an end. This is the content that makes it
significant.
Why should we celebrate? Because it contributes to strengthen the relations among the ones
who participated and its addressees; because it helps the participants to ensure their group
belonging and cheers them, to go on; it values socially the support of young people,
strengthening their self-esteem and consciousness about the impact of their actions in the
community, it creates a place for everybody, agents and addresses, meets in a common
objective
Objectives:
To design and do an invitation for all the members of the community, offering them
places to participate in the event
To think over solidarity and express it through different productions- poetry-narrations,
artistic productions
To organize an artistic exposition that shows the link between service and learnings
To elaborate a budget destined to solidary actions
To manage the necessary resources to do the party
To spread the information about the event in the means of communication
To communicate the project to the community
90

National Programme School and Community. Ministerio de Educación. Argentina. Module 4: Tools....op.cit.,
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To strengthen its integration and compromise with the community problems
To thank and value the received collaboration from actors external to the group
Organization of the party
Each organization has its own culture about what celebrating and feasting means. So that
these are some of the ideas that can be taken and adapted.





Make and send the invitations for all the members of the Guide groups that work in your
headquarter, for the representatives of all the governmental and non governmental
organizations linked with the topic, and for the members of the community in general.
Offer them participation places and compromise them to invite other people to assist.
Spread the event and remind it periodically

To think...

Moments of the party, organization of time, main ideas, resources, artistic or technological
productions, decoration of the place, awards…
ACTIVITY 2: “The

golden end” 91

There are many ways of finishing the project. It is important to celebrate the group work and
cheer them to the realization of new projects. They can do a party or a ceremony with
awards.
Instructions for the activity in the group that developed the project:


Sit in a circle so that everybody can see the other. Organize a discussion about the event
or the project. Prepare a big piece of paper to write down your reflections. One group a
time will complete the prepared paper with the following phrases (or others).
“ I expected...”
“I did...or I participated in...”
“I learnt…”
“I feel that...”
“I think that …”
“I compromise myself to…”



Create a Mural about the main service of the project, with illustrations, words and
phrases.



Write the Thank letters to all the ones who collaborated and participated for the project
or final event to be possible.

The young people must think proudly and in a constructive way about the project of
communitarian service. To acknowledge the members of the community and other involved
people is a key thanks factor and to count on them in the future.

91

REFLECTION TRANSVERSAL PROCESS

Reflection spaces are key moments of the service-learning project, given that this is what will
do from the project an educative experience because it will allow to learn from the
experience.
“Reflection constitutes a group of competences that involves the fact of questioning and articulating event, ideas
and experiences to add them new meanings. To learn how to learn in this way and make from this practice a
92
habit, help young people to be in charge of their lives.”

Let’s remember to include in the plannification of the project, in all the steps, specific
moments to think. You will have to plan the activities of individual and group reflection. In
the following chart93 we suggest a series of activities, of different kind, that will be very
useful at the time of planning the reflection activities. You have to take into account that they
will be selected and put together according to group characteristics and the moment of the
project.
KIND OF ACITIVITIES

Action

Written

Oral

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Drama, role-play, dramatizations or simulations about real situations
that you have lived during the project. Then think about them.
 A variable of the before mentioned; record them in video or in audio
system and do the reflection
 Artistic productions to express experiences, feelings, vocations of each
one during the project
 Meeting of the involved people to plan of the reflection spaces
 Elaboration of a diary where the activities and main events are
described.
Personal Diaries Possible questions: what happened today? What did
you do? Which were the effects of your task? How do you feel about
what you did? What relation do you find among the service tasks and
what you have been learning in the thematic axis? How do you feel
about the person you are working with?
Group Diaries you can install a rotafolio in the habitual place for
group meetings where everybody can write. You can design a member
of the group as responsible. You can include experiences, comments,
shared events and all you consider significant.
 Essays on reflection
 Questionnaires about reflection
 Express in metaphors the experiences of the project
 Reflection about learning
 “The way. Reflection in motion” (see activity)
 Reflection meetings that have as a purpose to share experiences and
analyze the motion of the project in any of its steps. You can previously
hand in some orientating questions.
 Meetings to think about the value of solidarity or about the servicelearning methodology
 Case analysis
 Debates
 Interviews
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National Helpers Network, Reflection: The Key to Service-Learning, Nueva Cork, 1998
Activity taken and adapted from National Programme School and Community. Ministerio de Educación.
Argentina. Module 4: Tools for the development of projects... Op.Cit.
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ACTIVITY 1: “My

diary of the solidary project”

94

To keep a diary has as purpose to register everything that happens in the process of the
project: emotions and feelings, important ideas and concepts, questions, doubts, new
learnings, and personal action compromises.
It is also a reminder of the learning process, where you will write down reflections and
feelings; the links between the service activities and the learning; newspaper or magazine
articles, books quotations.
Each member of the group will chose for its diary what he/she finds more appropriate
(notebook, folder, notepad). The notebook can be started with a chronogram of already
planned activities and the assumed compromises (as an agenda).
The three reflection levels:95
1. THE MIRROR- A CLEAR IMAGE OF ONESELF
Who am I? What are my values? What have I learnt about myself through this
experience? Am I more comprehensive or feel more or less sympathy than before living
this experience? If it had happened to me, in which way has this experience impacted or
altered the senses on myself, my values, my sense of the community, my wish to serve the
others and the trust in myself/my self-esteem? Have the motivations to service changed?
Do you believe this experiences will change your way of behaving and thinking in the
future? Have you given your best, worried, and dedicated enough? Have you questioned
yourself, your ideals, your ways of thinking, your concept of life or life style?
2. THE MICROSCOPE- IT MAGNIFIES A SMALL EXPERIENCE
What happened? Describe your own experience. What would you change of this situation
if it depended on you? What have you learnt about this organization, these people, or
this community? Did you at any moment fell failure, success, indecision, doubt, humor,
frustration, happiness or sadness? Do you consider that your actions had any impact?
What things are still about to do? Does this experience complement or opposes what you
learn? In which way?
3. THE BINOCULARS- MAKE CLOSER WHAT SEEMS TO BE FAR
Since your service experience, are you able to identify questions that underlay or
superimpose the problem? What can we do to change this situation? In which way will
this alter your future behaviors/attitudes in your career? What magnitude has the impact
of the general social/political wait about the cause where you give service? What does it
expects from the future?
ACTIVITY 2: Questionnaire

for reflection 96

Objectives:
That the young ladies
Identify and think about the intentions, motivations and ends of their own actions.
94

Taken from PaSo Joven, Integral Manual.... op.cit.
Cooper, Mark. Reflection; Getting Learning Out of Serving. Florida International University. Version in English
available at www.fiu.edu/ Quoted inn PaSo Joven, Integral Manual... op.cit
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Adapted from National Programme School and Community. Ministerio de Educación. Argentina. Module 4:
Tools... op.cit.
95
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Get to communicate own and others’ emotional experiences
Exercise a critic position, responsible and constructive with each of the done activities
Value the cooperative job for the improvement of the social and personal conditions
Socialize feelings, experiences and emotions lived in the project under the light of
criteria referred to service and learning
That you make a shared evaluation of work strategies and results
Development:
1.

The young ladies work on reflection questionnaires prepared by their guides in relation
with each project (or step of the project). You can also go to your reflection diaries.

2.

Group exposition in small groups, after that, each group does a synthesis of what you have
talked and expresses it in a poster, showing: 3 main ideas, 2 questions, 1 action
compromise, 1 feeling.

3.

Common exposition of posters. This ones are left in a visible place to be shared with
everybody.
Card 2.a: Reflection questionnaire 97

The responsible of the group will choose the most adequate questions for the project and step
of the group.
1.

WHAT? WHO? WHOM? WHERE?








2.

What activity did you do?
Did you work cooperatively?
Describe the people and the place you were with and in?
Write five things that are today clear in your mind
Write five things that are today clear in your heart
What was the most positive thing of the experience?
What can be improved?

WHY?

Sometimes unexpected things or conflicts happen...or wonderful things. Identify some of
them and think:
 Why do you thing this happened?
 Explain why the events happened the way they happened
 If instead of doing “X” we had done any other thing, what would have happened?
 Why do you think we have chosen alternative “A” instead of “B”, “C”, “D”?
 What messages did you receive through the corporal language of the people you
were with?
 Could you describe “a typical” day of these people?
 Why do you think you could get that climate in the meeting?
97

Taken and adapted from National Programme School and Community. Ministerio de Educación. Argentina.
Module 4: Tools for the development ... op. Cit.
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3.

4.

HOW DID YOU FEEL?


About the activity:
i. How did you feel when we arrived? Why?
ii. How did you feel during the activity? Why?
iii. How did you feel when we left? Why?



About your mates:
i.
What did you learn about them?
ii.
What did you learn from them?
iii.
In which aspects do you think you are like them? In which things do you
think you are different?
iv.
In which sense do you think that these differences make the group stronger
or weaker?
v.
Which were the roles that everybody assumed?
vi.
What would you like to tell them?



About yourself:
i.
What learnings do you think were the most productive ones?
ii.
Which ones would you need to deepen?

AND WHAT’S NEXT?





What problems did you face today?
i.
What could the group do to make them stronger?
ii.
What could you do?
Would you like to deepen in a specific theme according with what you lived today?
Can you use what you learnt today in other situations of your life?

ACTIVITY 3: The

way. reflection about the walk 98

The objectives of this activity:
That the young ladies recognize the importance of discipline, effort and perseverance in
the search of the expected results.
That they appreciate the value of logical thought for the search of solutions to social
problems.
That they develop trust in their possibilities of compression and explanation of the reality
of social life
That they identify the main obstacles emerged during the execution of the project and the
prevention association for the following projects.
That they analyze the impact of their interventions in the surroundings
That they identify the aspects of the project that weren’t properly considered
Development:
Previous Preparation:

98

Taken and adapted from PaSo Joven, Integral Manual...., op.cit
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Prepare questions so that the young ladies think over the lived experience in their “walks”
along the service-learning project. The questions must keep an analogy with situations that
are experimented along the way.
First moment: personal work
1.
Each one must make a picture of a way where there are people, trees, flowers, holes, cuts,
crossroads, bridges, etc.
2.

Each one answers the questions prepared by their guides, who will ask them so that
everybody can build her own way in the picture in front, with phrases, words, symbols…

Suggested questions:
 How do you feel about having started the way? Why? Would you go back?
 Stop to look at the people that go with you (mates, guides, parents, neighbors,
members of the communitarian organizations) how is the relation with them? Why?
What could you give for this relation to be better? Who did you feel more
accompanied by?
 Which parts of the way were the easiest ones?
 Which ones the most difficult ones and which obstacles were present? Why? How did
we solve them?
 When did you feel most tired? What would you have needed?
 Did you feel at any moment that we went down into a hole? When? Could we
overtake this situation? How? What did you learn from this situation?
 Did you feel at any moment that we lost our North? When? Why?
 Do you know any song that can be connnected with some of the moments of your
walk?
 What does this experience leave in you to walk again? Could you transmit it to other
people?
 Could you show 3 words that summarize the most significant things of the walked
way?
 What suggestions would you give to other people who want to start this way?
Closing of the activity
Common show and confection of a big picture that represents the thoughts and feelings of the
group.
Reflection about the design of the project









99

Was the axis problem of the project identified and defined?
Have we fundamented firmly the project?
Have we been able to define the objectives of the service and the learning?
Do the stated objectives and the planned activities keep any relation?
Were the addressees identified?
Have we precisely defined the tasks and responsibilities of each of the participants of
the project?
What material and human resources do we count on? Are they enough? Is/was any
external economical support from the group requested?

99

Taken from the National Programme School and Community. Ministerio de Educación. Argentina. Module 1:
Guide to start a solidary educative project. . Op.cit. www.me.gov.ar/edusol
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Have we developed adequate instruments of evaluation? And moment of evaluation
in the different steps of the project?
Are communication and diffusion considered? And systematization?
Are the celebration and closing party considered? And its organization?

ACTIVITY 4: Reflection

about obstacles and solution alternatives 100

Objectives
That the young ladies
Recognize the relations among the different aspects of the communitarian aspects they
are working on.
Detect and think about the obstacles that they find in the motion of the project.
Analyze and elaborate solution strategies and alternatives for the detected problems.
Development
Can be done in two ways:
Alternative 1:

First Step, individual work
Second Step, common exposition of all the group
Alternative 2:
First Step, work in small groups (4)
Second step; common exposition of all the group
Step 1: Looking at the image…
The bricks are covering the door...


Give a name to the bricks: they represent the
obstacles we find during the project process
(or that we could find)



Why did they cover the door?



What can we do to put them down?



What compromises can we assume?



Who would you be supported by, what would
you need from other people?



Which solution proposals would you give?

Step 2: Common exposition
Do it together


A poster with detected bricks (obstacles)



A poster with the possible solutions to the identified problems
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Taken and adpted from National Programme School and Community. Ministerio de Educación. Argentina.
Module 4: Tools for the devlopment of projects... op.cit.
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Put them in a visible place where you habitually meet to work.
ACTIVITY 5: Reflection

about learning 101

After completing these questions, share them with your group mates:
What is the most important thing I have learnt during the development of the servicelearning project?
What have I learnt about…? This question can refer to different aspects:
The life in the project addressee community
The addressees
The chosen problem
New detected problem?





The management of the projects
Diagnosis, plannification, evaluation
Alliances or articulation of other organizations
Obtainment of resources
Communication and diffusion of the project



Some thematic axis selected for the learning objectives



Aspects of personal, group and communitarian development.

Why do you think it is important that you have learnt it?
Personally
 About the project


In which other circumstances can you need them and put them at work?
This scheme that we represent here can be very useful to order the learning process:
THEME:

BEFORE I KNEW

.....................

.............................................................................
.............................................................................

NOW I KNOW

NOW I WANT TO KNOW

THEME:

BEFORE I KNEW

.....................

.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................

NOW I KNOW

101

.............................................................................
.............................................................................

Adapted from PaSo Joven, Integral Manual.... op.cit.
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NOW I WANT TO KNOW

THEME:

BEFORE I KNEW

.....................

.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................

NOW I KNOW

NOW I WANT TO KNOW

.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
.............................................................................
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conclusions

pedagogy of solidarity and peace
and christian identity
María Nieves Tapia
“On the last day, we will be examined in love”.
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Chiara Lubich

The waterfall legend
I would like to start these conclusions with a short story103:
The legend says that in a far away country, a good man saw at the bottom of a waterfall a young man
drowning in a whirlpool.
With great effort, the good man could take him out of the water, he called his neighbor to help him to
make the man alive again. When they were doing so, they saw another boy falling from the waterfall. As
they were trying to save the second one, they saw a third person to fall. Some hours later, a good willed
crowd made great efforts to rescue the young people falling, one by one.
Some months later, the neighbors, had already fundated the Drowning Help Association, and they had
collected enough money to hire a diver brigade, that took out from water the children and young people that
went on falling down.
A wise man arrived at the town and asked: wouldn’t it be good to go at the top of the waterfall and see
why so many people fall down? The hard working neighbors answered him impatiently: “ can’t you see how
busy we are saving lives? We don’t have time to go for a walk!
The wise man went up the hill opposite the current, and found out in the top of the hill a town where
children played in front of the school, in a big muddy land and without bars by the suggesting waterfalls.
There are different versions of the end of this legend: there are some people who say that the wise man
organized the students from the place to make bars for the torrent, and grow grass, flowers and an orchard in
the land. Other people say that he went to the Parliament of the Kings community, where it was ordered to
create a Special Commission of Important People to analyze the problem, which after organizing many
congresses and publishing many huge volumes, concluded to give a subsidy to the Drowning Help
Association and create the Commission of Permanent Communitarian Divers.

The legend of the waterfall probably causes debates in the readers that aren’t from a far away
country. All around the world, a great amount of people are worried about the values lost,
drug addiction, and youth crime, and demands that more and more “divers” brigades are in
charge of rescuing the children who fell down from multiple “waterfalls”.
Groups of doctors, social workers, therapists will go to heal the children, teenager and young
people that go down from the waterfalls of violence or apathy, poverty, margination,
addictions, promiscuity, bulimia or anorexia, and the views of the psychologists and
psychiatrists will try to explain why teenagers from “developed countries” and “good
families” commit suicide. At the bottom of the waterfall of youth crime, politicians and
policemen will propose to reduce the punishing age at the age of 5…
It is not our purpose to skip the ineludible necessity of assisting the limit situation once they
have started. But we simply think, that it is time to pay more attention to what can be done
“at the top of the waterfall”.
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In the experiences we have explained on these pages, we have seen educational institutions
and youth organizations that as the wise man of the legend, have gone against the current. The
service-learning pedagogy offers young people- the ones that society many times isolates or
despises-, the opportunity to become protagonists of their own destiny, their own learning,
and the improvement of the quality of life of their communities.
The protagonist of these pages are girls, teenagers and young ladies that contradict the
prejudices and clichés, and that- even though they are “invisible” to the eyes of the mass
means- they are building a fairer and more fraternal world.
Among the mented children’s rights, we should include that they have the right to be educated
in their responsibilities by their adults, and favor the flow of constructive actions, so that their
energies are not wasted in frivolity and hopelessness. The new generations have the right to
be hope signs in the present, and not only the so mented promise for the future. Solidarity can
be for them much more than good intentions. It can be the most efficient pedagogy to help
them to learn better, to believe in themselves and in other people and to help us to build a
better world for everybody.
The adults that lead the service-learning experiences that have chosen this methodology of
education in values of solidarity and simple peace until paradox: stopped praying and
proposing exclusively debates, discourses, speeches, to offer opportunities and practice these
values and use what we have learnt in the community.

Pedagogy in solidarity, and peace and Christian identity
The service-learning pedagogy is characterized by its universitality: it is practiced in schools
and youth organizations, in ambits fiercely laics and religious organizations, in the North and
South of the planet.
In the frame of this universitality, I would like to sum up with a reflection from the Christian
identity that characterizes the Guide Movement.
We know that our Christian vocation is loving ones to the others as He loved us. And we
know, but we don’t always practice it, that there isn’t one Christian love that turns on at
home, in the church or the movement, and turns off in the street. There isn’t a Christian love
that turns on when we have to defend live against abortion, and turns off when we have to go
with single mothers or the children that died from malnutrition. The love we trust in is always
turned on.
And it is a Love able to transform the world we live in.
It is a love that starts, it doesn’t wait to be called, like Mary, who went to help Isabel without
being asked, and “she left immediately”. (Lc 1,39).
It is a concrete love, “with work and real”, that can need congresses, meetings, journals, but
then it starts working and makes things change.
It is a love that doesn’t over fly on our reality, but that makes us go into the other’s reality,
until we become “one” with him, as Saint Paul says: “Made myself all for all, to save at least
some”.
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It is a love that wants to love everybody, because we can’t build a society only for the ones
we like, and for the ones who think exactly as we do. We have to admit that, frequently, our
social participation as Christians have been far away from practicing the Christ
commandment of loving our enemies.
But we also have many times experienced that listening, dialogue, love that everything waits
gets to generate reciprocity in charity even in those who were less expected to establish a
fraternal link with us.
Our vocation is Love, neither activism nor volunteering. It is doing everything as if
everything depended on us, but without forgetting that we aren’t alone, that we have a Father,
who loves us, who doesn’t forget us, that he is the “hidden partner” of each of our initiatives
in the good will service.
He cheers us when we are out of energy, he goes with us in the cross when things get difficult,
and also with Him the ill and old people, and everybody who is despised as “unproductive”
are privileged builders of the Kingdom. In Him also the ones who have already left but still
fight by our side.
He is the Lord of history, and wants to build among us those “new lands”, that we will find in
his plenitude when the “new heavens” are opened and the Lord comes to re-chapter history.

The final exam 104
As every teacher knows, if our students knew at the beginning of the year the questions we
will ask in the final exam, they wouldn’t study in the whole nothing else but the answers for
these questions, they would come with all the answers perfectly prepared.
The day of “the final exam” will come to all of us, an our Master, the Lord, who wants all of
us to pass our final exams, has already left the questions he will ask us.
They are on a page that the reader surely has read many times...
On the last day Jesus will not ask us how many organization meeting we have gone to, in how
many camps we have participated, if we have had charges in the church, at a dioceses or
world level. He will not be interested in if we were progresists, politically correct or custodies
of tradition. He surely won’t mind about how many documents of the Social Doctrine we
have read. On the last day the questions will be: “I was hungry and you fed me, I was naked
and you dressed me, I was alone and you came to see me…”
On the last day we will be examined in Love.
It is not a solidarity purely emotive, not in our good intentions, but in the concrete love we
have had for our brothers. And if a glass of water given with love won’t be without
recompense, neither will be without a recompense the communitarian food places, the selfconstruction cooperatives, the homes for addict people recovery, the places for the AIDS ill
people nor the school support centers. Everything we have done for the other that went by us,
the children of the world, we have done it to Him.
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On the last day we will be examined in Love: and if the young ladies that go by the Guide
Movement learn how to love the other “with work and real”, they will be ready to pass the
most important exam in all human life.
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